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66 I can no longer Clinton disappointed with
support the Southern
Baptist Convention... Serbs' rejection of peace
Seminary student',
page 3
‘‘It would

have
w wbeen kind of hard
ending my career at 19.
Monica Se/es
page 12
GAY OFFICERS IN DALLAS
AUSTIN, Texas — The
Texas Supreme Court cleared
the way for homosexuals to
serve on the Dallas Police
Department, ending a fouryear battle waged by a lesbian
against one of the last U.S.
cities to bar gay officers. Page
29:---

BYE, BYE WEBBER
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— Chris Wcbber has no
doubts about his decision to
give up his final two years of
eligibility at Michigan to play
in the NBA. That doesn't
mean he won't have any
regrets. Page 12.

PCP BUST
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— A woman who investigators
said was stopped for questioning at the airport because she
fit the profile of a possible
drug smuggler was arrested
when liquid PCP started oozing from her luggage. Page 10.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy. Low around 60.
South wind 5 to 10 mph. -Friday: Partly cloudy. High in the
.mid 80s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 63°
359.9, +0.2; below 322.3, +2.6
BARKLEY — 650
360.1, +0.4; below 325.7, +3.8
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
need to talk about some actions
action last night will require a
White .1ilouse said today that
the ground that will bring to
tighter focus on additional action.
President Clinton is disappointed
an end the aggression."
I think what the president will do
with the Bosnia Serb parliaChristopher said the/ Bosnian
is press the allies, ..." Myers
ment's rejection of an interna- Serbs' rejection of the peace plan
said.
was "very, very unwise."
tional peace agreement and said
Myers said Clinton was not
"Military strikes are much
"we're still on track" toward
surprised by the vote,. and she
more likely than they were even a
tougher steps to stop the
said the United States will not
few hours ago, but not, I think, in
aggression.
change it's timetable for tougher
Press Secretary Dec Dec Myers the next few days." Rep. Lee
action.
said the Serbs' action "calls for Hamilton, the chairman of the
"The Bosnian Serbs had to
'renewed focus on other options." House Foreign Affairs Committake action to 'show their good
tee, predicted.
She said Clinton would.talk
faith. We didn't sec any of that
The rejection of the peace plan
with Frcnch- President Francois
action, so we will move forMitterrand and perhaps other-all- __increases the likelihood of bomb.ward," she said_ -on the next steps. The allies ins_ strikes against Serb
have been reluctant to take tough- sites and the lifting of an -arms
lianient vote late Wednesday
er action. Myers said the United embargo against 9utgunned Bosafter returning from two lateStates would not act alone.
nian Muslims to give them a bet- 'night social outings. "Otwiously
Clinton spoke by telephone ter chance on the battlefield.
he's disappointed but we're still
with Secretary of State Warren
Myers called the parliament's
on track" toward tougher action.
Christopher, who was in Ger- vote "a stalling tactic." Rather
Myers said.
many today to rally allied support than accept the agreement, the
Despite lukewarm -responses to
for tougher action.
parliament voted to submit it to a
Christopher Overtures, Myers said
In comments to reporters, referendum of the Serb populathat allic, could be persuaded to
••
Christopher said, "We need to - tion of Bosnia.
talk about stronger measures, we
"1 'think it's clear that the • TURN TO PAGE 2

Plant manager says AVMS
will be delayed a decade
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Con:
strtiction of a uranium enrichment
plant using the new laser-based
AVLIS enrichment process will
be delayed .at least a decade
because Of uncertain future
demands and other factors, a
Paducah uranium plant manager
predicted.
Paducah is one of several sites
'under consideration for the plant,
which would cost more than SI
billion.
Other factors that likely force
the delay are improved efficiency
at existing nuclear fuel plants and
the anticipated purchase or Russian fuel, Steve Polston, manager
of the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, said Wednesday. The
plant is operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems.
Speaking to the Paducah Rot-

ary Club, Polston said that tne plants in- other countries.
Polston said the future for
existing plant, which uses a
40-year-old uranium enrichment American-produced fuel appears
process known as gaseous diffu- bright because of a bill approved
sion, add more than 1,800 jobs by Congress last year that will
there appear to be safe.
transfer enrichment operations
STACEY CROOKiledger P. Times photo
Enriched nuclear fuel is used from. the U.S.. Department of Pat
Latham, a representative from the Food and Dreg Admito power generating plants, for Energy to a government Cotpora
nistration. demonstrates seseral bogus products- that have been
science and medical equipment, tion and eventually to a private taken ofT the
market during a meeting headed by Kentucky Attorand in nuclear weapons. Recent company.
ney' General Chris Gornian Wednesday.
treaties have all but eliminated
The- new government corpora
the demand for weapor.s-grade Om Will take over July I. It,
uranium.
main goal will he to aggressively
Polston said the maincustom- niarket U.S. uranium to both
ers for enriched nuclear fuel arc domestic and foreign power
110 nuclear plants in the United companies.
•
States and 220 in other countries.
As late as the mid-1980s, the
Polston said that .1
United States provided all of the accomplished because the plants
contact Kentuckians.
CROOK
nuclear fuel used in the free in Paducah and Portsmouth. By STACEY
It deals with two of the Most
•
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
world. Now, the market share has Ohio, have improved their effichariprevalent types of fraud
declined to 50 percent because of ciency, resulting in a lower price
iln order to avoid being
ty solicitation and telemarketing
competition from enrichment for nuclear fuel.
"taken.- consumers have to he
solicitations.
aware of the numerous fraudulent
Gorman said the people hurt
schemes bombarding the state.
the most in charity- solicitationKentucky Attorney General Chris
fraud are the giver and also the
Gorman said Wednesday.
group the giver thinks is receivGorman, U.S. Postal Inspecuir
ing the money.
Tim Bevil and U.S. Foixl and
"Nationwide, there is a whole
Drug Administration representaindustry working fraudulently
tive Pat Latham were on hand at' and Kentucky law is so weak that
the Weeks Community Center to
professional solicitors are coining
help educate the public on conhere,- he said.
sumer fraud.
The plan would require charitGorman said his office has
a
to
the
of
Jones
able organitations to file an IRS
session
Brereton
joint
Gov.
by
An address
developed a legislative package
Form 990 and professional funKentucky General Assembly on his health care reform prop.that will he introduced to the -.kaisers to pay a S300 fee with
osal at 6 p.m.(CDT) Monday, May 10, in the House chamber
-General Assembly in 1994.
their registration papers, file a
Ni ill be shown live on Kentucky Educational Television,
"Most of the consumer fraud
S25,000 bond when they register,
you see in Kentucky is, unfortuand disclose that they are paid
nately, directed toward semix
solicitors and indicate the name
cially since there is no clear taxpayers' money," Clarke said. citizens,- he said. "For whatevcr of the charity and state that the
money will be used for charitable
Clarke, 'D-Danvillc, said he reason, con artists seem to prey
agreement on critical parts of the
or civic purposes
does not believe that Jones can on senior citizens, the people
reform idea.
Additionally, the solicitor must
generate enough support in the who've spent their lives building
Lawmakers fear their own
turn over any funds collected to
House to get a bill passed that up this state --- that is why 1 find
political stock could fall if they
it such an outrage.the ic:harity within two days and
includes a payroll tax.
arc seen doing little for a long
proposal
legislative
Gorman's.
every
require
to
wants
the charity will have sole control
Jones
time.
includes a number of steps a soh
"We are very sensitive about
ciior must go through in order h , • TURN TO PAGE 2
spending $40,000 a day of the • TURN TO PAGE 2

Gorman hits fraud
issue at town meeting

HEALTH-CARE

Clarke says Jones has two weeks
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Brereton Jones may have a
deadline of his own looming
when the General Assembly cop'venes for the special session he
called on Monday.
House Speaker Joe Clarke said
Wednesday Jones will have about
two weeks to sell his version of
health-care reform to legislators.
After that, lawmakers may try to
reach their own conclusions or
end the special session, go home
and leave it to specific committees to further research the
subject.
Legislative leaders advised
Jones against a hasty call, espc-

At least four people shot,
one killed at post office

•

TO SUBSCRIBE 753-1916

By LISA HOLEWA
Arteecieted Press Writer

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section

)F I. 1( I..
To teat h arty &penman of
the nowspopt•. call 753-1914
and specify which perms Of
doportoieot von vomit to
tact Our regular office WM
p ni Manor.
are II a
Fraday. I am ems Sasorday

DEARBORN, Mich. (AP) — A disgruntled postal workcr shot
four people, killing one of them,lat_a post office garage in suburban Detroit this morning, police said.
It was the second post office shooting in the Detroit area in
IV) years.
The shootings occurred in the basement of the garage. said a
firefighter who declined to he identified
The suspect was a postal service employee upset that a iob he
applied for went to another person. police Chief Ronald Deziel
said. It wasn't immediately clear whether anyone vi as in
custody
Employees, some of them screaming, rushed out of the build
in shortly after 9 a in.. witnesses said They were taken into a
fire station nest door More eniployees kit the building about 40
minutes later, crossing a field and goose inside a library
Some of the postal *Mien were stub', upset and supporting
each other Police and other ()UKIAH woe talks% in grout' And

sedmied armed she oohs* al in baddlis as dim kalKorwr,
•
Asaloal ivissaset
At Wm ams camoke poen ass miss•Oaa wood llospeui,

a

Columbia lands in California
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. (AP) — Space
shuttle Columbia and its sevenman 'crew took a detour and landed in the California desert today
after a 10-day German laboratory
research mission.
Columbia was supposed to
return to Kennedy Space Center
in Florida, hut low clouds there
forced NASA to send the spaceship to Edwards Air forLe Base,
the backup touchdown site lhe
shuttle sailed through J partls
cloudy sky and landed on the
concrete runwa 31 I- dwarf' at
hours aftcr
7 10 a m PDT. I
sunrise
'Tongratulatiiwis in J er s
sussessful international mi.
slow %fission Control's turns
Brown told shuttle commander
Siesen \age!
tiiumbia ,listed I with I NI
tiering Use soy's(' and
traveled -1 fPi4 It Nide%
Mat,

II TURN TO PAGE)
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The astronauts worked roundthe-clock inside Spacelab after
reaching orbit April 26, conducting experiments on fish, plants
and themselves to help scientists ^
better understand how—organisms
adapt to weightlessness..
Walter Bttrogs. a German payload Official at NASA's )(Anson
Space Center in Houston. said
scientists were disappointed Columbia was not landing at Kenneth where the chief researchers
wile gathered and Where exten
.isc medical tests on the rew
hail h•Tti planned The %lens,
:nne
otaktvill
atdusmtb
(.44
4II.Iitiv.
:
N
rsuasmt lt sltatin
J. soon ,is possible for a n,aly•is
hi: said
''Ynts cora run hut sou . Jimot
titit•• told the astnietruts
betrire the drriebtt NOR ltewatt-li
1
are in Iht• was
teani•
a•
sou
litsitards 'and will nosy'
the% re
soon as %11,11 set oil

pedaling fast.'
As the crew turned off the
laboratory instruments late Wednesday. German researchers thanked them effusively and sent
word that they were ecstatic with-the results of many of the experiments. Germany sponsored the
research
''We accomplished a lot,"
i.tronaut Bernard Ham. Jr
A.plied. "Even ihliugh At. iltifi'l

'4

Kist. all 01 the s tent e ha k k et.
I'm sure that this mission will go
down in history as ttne of not
onls the bustevi hut the most pro
e

mission. -

/telore Harris and tierrn.in
mew mate Hans %this-gel sealed
up the bus sued latsorators and
Iltsaied thrOUgh J tunnel into the
took
'sthlCIrl
Litter WI%
k re*
the open %puce to
antale
millings pirouettes sornetsatit4
sod spin hie an Ise skater ni
we %gluts-sow:.
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•Gorman hits•••
PAGE 1
FROM
over all tunds.
Violations of these and other
provisions would be deemed a
class D ,felony.
Gorman said telephone solicitation needs more regulation as
well.
"Not only is it an annoyance,
but there is so much fraud," he
said. "Telemarketing fraud is the
.third most common in the United
States."
Most telephone solicitors call
from One state into another, thus

•

-it is difficult to press charges for
fraud becaise there are no complaints about the company in its
home state.
Gorman said his office has
devised a list of rules aria-sleaulalions to help protect the consumer, including restrictions on calling times.
A big help to consumers, he
said, is a proposed list a consumer caa place his t111111e* on that
says he is "off-limits." .
Phone solicitors are denied
access to those persons, he said.,

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1993

In reference to credit card
scams over the phone, Gorman
suggests a telephone solicitor
shall not request or accept paymai-from the consumer, or submit any charge to a consumer's
credit card until a written contract has been signed or until the
consumer has kept the merchandise past a 14-day cancellation
period.
Criminal action under Kentucky statute, as well as, civil
action, could be taken against
solicitors in violation of the law,

Gorman said.
Federal agents from both the
Postal Service and the FDA gave
bqef presentations on how to
&ware of mail and product fraud.
Bevil and Latham said consumers must become more educated on fraud and know there
are laws to protect them. if they
have become victims of fraud.
The forum was hosted by Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington and the Purchase Area
Consumer Protection Council.

FROM PAGE 1
tern would require. Jones has
Kentuckian to have health insur- .estimated the tax would bring in
ance coverage, His plan would about $218 million a year.
include a subsidy for those least
But Clarke said he believes
able to pay for insurance and a many employers would quit pro3.75 percent payroll tax to pay
viding medical coverage they
for that subsidy.
now offer and pay the tax instead
Clarke said he is suspicious because it would be cheaper.
that the payroll tax would raise
"I've got some questions
the amount of money Jones' sys- about the numbers," Clarke said.

CORNAUSTIN'S®
2 Day, 22sour

"I don't want to appear negative
or against health-care reform."
Clarke said the House will
attack a more pressing problem
separately by considering a different bill to replace the current tax
on health-care providers. That
tax, along with federal matching
funds, makes up some S600 mil:
lion in Medicaid funding for

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Piciglif v119*
ittait ti 10.113 A DAY,I11 OX1,111 3.110.1
lelIll 101111 IT CLEVill
Pick 3
5-4-8
The Pic.,t<
9-14-18-21-30-38-39-40
Lotto
11-21-22-26-36-39
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Kentucky.
The tax has been overruled by
the federal government and Kentucky has until June 30 to replace
it.
By making it a separate bill,
the legislature can solve that
problem even if the remainder of
the health-care debate gets
bogged down.

II Clinton...

Shell

0/0

JUVENILE ARRESTED
According to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, a
17-year-old was arrested May 3 and charged with alcohol intoxication,
resisting arrest:. disorderly conduct and terroristic threatening. He was
placed in the McCracken County Juvenile Detention Center.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH CRIMINAL- MISCHIEF
Julia Conner, Olive St., was served a summons May 2 to appear in Calloway County district court by Calloway County Sheriff's deputies on charges
of first-degree criminal mischief. Conner allegedly vandalized a vehicle.

CONVICTED FELON ARRESTED ON MORE CHARGES
George- Cain, 53, Hamlin, was arrested April 30-by Calloway County Sheriff's deputies and charged with second -offense driving under the influence,
handgun by a convicted felon andfailure to transfer a motor
Pveh
°siscelessilrcenoste.a

MAN CHARGED WITH POSSESSION

•Clarke says...

OFF

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP

FROM PAGE 1
join the United States in tougher
action.
"At this point, we art still
confident We can reach a consensus on multilateral action,"
Myers said.
- The Serb decision seemingly
leaves the administration on the
path toward bombing strikes
against Serb artillery in Bosnia.
"Now the crisis escalates."
-Hamilton said today on NBC,
"The president has • to begin to
lay out the reasons tor interven. tion to the American people."
said Hamilton, D-Ind. "There
really is great confusiok I think
what
within the Congress as
the American national interests
arc and what wj:. ought to do."
A. leading Senat.e. opponent ..of
U.S. r14iitary intervention urged
caution. "We . still don't have
clear-cut -military objectives that
we would ask the military to carry out," Se'n.- John McCain, R -

According to the Calloway County Sheriffs Department, Joe Murray Harry,
32, Scottsbury, Ala., was arrested May 2 and charged with possession of
marijuana under eight ounces, possession of drug paraphernalia, driving
under the influence, operating a motor vehicle on a suspended license, no
insurance and failure to register a motor vehicle license.

MAN SERVED SUMMONS
Calloway County Sheriff's deputies served a summons on Ray Warren, 55,
Rt. 7 Murray, May 3 ordering him to appear in Calloway County district court
on charges of harrassing communications and terroristic threatening.

ARRESTS MADE FOR CONTEMPT OF -COURT
The following were arrested by the Calloway County Sheriff s Department
for contempt of court: Vanessa Shinault, lrvan Street, $57 50 bond. Michael
Brown. Rt. 1 Murray, $500 bond.

MAN CHARGED WITH TRESPASSING
David VanBuren, 29, Main Street, was served a summons May 4 by the
Calloway..County_ Sheriff's Department charging him with first-degree criminal trespass and ordering him to appear in Calloway. Cqunty district court.

MAN ARRESTED FOR INTOXICATION
Ronnie Olive, 36, South Eighth Street, was arrested May 4 by the.Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and charged with alcohol intoxication and contempt of court.

WOMAN CHARGED WITH HIT-AND-RUN
Jodi Russeau, Rt. 2 Murray, was charged with hit-and-run and no insurance
May 3 by Calloway County Sheriff's deputies 'after she allegedly was
involved in an accident and left the scene on U.S. 641 in Hazel.

MAN ARRESTED FOR INTOXICATION
Davis Wayne Smith, 46, Ballwin, Mo., was arrested May 5 and charged_with
alcohol intoxication, according to reports from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

STEREOS STOLEN FROM SEVERAL VEHICLES
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, three AM-FM cassette stereos were taken from Cadillac Sedan Devilles at Purdom Motors at
appoximately 8:42 p.m. May 4. Reports indicated a citizen reported to police
he or she saw someone tampering with the automobiles on the lot of Purdom Motors on Ky. 121. Police found three automobiles that had been
entered and the stereo equipment removed. Another.Cadillac Sedan Devine
was damaged when the person or person attempted to gain entry. Damage
and property loss were estimated at $2,600. At a nearby dealership, another
vehicle was reported damaged. Cain's Inc., U:S. 641 N"., reported to police
that a Cadillac Coupe Deville was damaged when entry was gained to the
vehicle. A Delco AM-FM cassette stereo with equalizer was stolen from the
vehicle. Damage and replacement. were estimated at $800.

JUVENILES _QUESTIONED BY POLICE
The Murray Police D epartment closed an investigation in which a Murray
man reported that four males in a vehicle fired a gun two or three times at
the intersection of Five Points while he was jogging east near Chestnut
Street. The witness stated that he yelled at the males to return and when
they did not, he got the license plate number and description of their vehicle. The vehicle was later located and four males, all juveniles, were held for
questioning. Following witness identification, the four involved admitted to
approaching the witness and one juvenile admitted he fired a cap gun.

Ariz., a former Navy pilot, said
on CBS.
"We probably will arm the
Muslims," McC%in predicted.
"But I think we've got to recognize that ratchets up the conflict
at least in short term. I would
favor even de-recognition of Serbia; declaring • them an oueaw
state. I would tighten sanctions,"
he said.
• rill had a history of work probChristopher, sent to Europe by FROM PAGE 1
where spokesman Roger Chap- lems'and faced the possibility of
Clinton on Saturday night to rally
Man said he had no immediate
being fired.
support for military measures
information on the extent of the
A consultant on stress manageagainst the Serbs, has not gained
man's injuries. He couldn't conment said today he has fielded
the direct endorsement from any
of the European allies or Russia. firm whether the other two about 50 calls from Detroit-area
postal workers, including some
wounded people were at the
Instead, the allies appeared to
hospital:
from the Dearborn post office, in
be counting on the Serbs to
Less than two years ago, on
the past two years.
accept a peace accord, in which
Callers complained of harsh
Nov. 14, 1991, a fired postal
case Western powers would conworking conditions and insensitribute troops to a peacekeeping _ worker, who colleagues said had
vowed ,revenge on his superiors, tive management, said Kent Marforce.
tini, oimer of RSVP consulting
shot to death four supervisors and
The Serbs' intransigence may
wounded five employees in sub-_ in Royal Oak.
help persuade Western allies to
"These arc ,unhappy people,"
urban Royal'Oak. He then killed
join Clinton in threatening force
he said. "No one will listen to
himself with his rifle.
to stop Serb aggression against
what anyone has to say. They
It was one of a series of post
Bosnian Muslims and Croats.
office shootings around the coun- (managers) say, 'Shut up and go
try in the past decade. The worst back to work."
was Aug. 20, 1986, when Patrick
As a government agency with a
Henry Sherrill, a part-time letter
virtual monopoly, the Postal Sercarrier in Edmond, Okla., killed
vice has no incentive to motivate
14 people in the post office there employees or treat them humanebefore taking his own life. Sher- ly, he said.

•At least...

WEST KENTUCKY'S
BIGGEST YARD SALE
Dress
Shirts

May 15, 1993
Application for Participation
Please check one individual
NAME

Group

Mercho-+

OVID :ARRINGTON

CONTACT PERSON

% Fantastic
OFF
Ties

County Attorney

ADDRESS OF CONTACT PERSON

THE WORK CONTINUES...to improve the
collection of delinquent child support.

REQUESTED BOOTH LOCATiON

All Other
Clothing
In The Store'

RE-ELECT

PHONE

Percentage of change
from FY 1989
•••Amount of child support

GENERAL tOESCRIPTION Of SALE ITEMS.

collected has doubled
since taking office in 1990.

125

Men, Young Men s
and Boys

100

Over $372.000eolleeted for
children in fiscal year

75

PLUS...Sidewalk Sale
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Up To
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MSU will honor students Friday afternoon

A+ Winners

Murray State University students who have distinguished
themselves by academic achievement and leadership will be recognized at the annual Honors
Day program at 3:30 p.m. Friday
in the Curris Center ballroom on
the campus.
Some 192 students will receive
individual recognition in the form
of grantscash awards, certificates and citations by the university and various campus scholastic and honorary organizations.
About 800 who have met membership standards of campus hone
societies will be listed in the

JOHN P TAYLORtedger & Times photo

Area educators were honored Wednesday' evening as A+ Award
Recipients at the fourth annual School Business Partnership
Dinner sponsored by the Murray -Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and School Business Partnership. (above) The recipients from Calloway County Schools and Head Start were
(front from left) Susan Williams, Pat Cherry, Niarilyn Willis,
Sharon Arant, Joan Weber (Head Start); (back from left) Kent
Barnes, Stephanie Wyatt, Phyllis Robinson, Janette Garland.
Gene Reed (Head Start); (below) The recipients from Murray
City Schools were (front from left) Janice Howe, Melodic Jones
(special nomination). Marilyn Barksdale. Debbie Bell; (back
from left) Karl Flood, Peggy. Shelton. Pat N1cMullin, L.E.
Clifford.

printed program.
the academic deans and honor
Dr. Ronald .1. Kurth. MSU society advisers who will preside
president, said all parents and as presentations are made.
friends are invited to attend the
Among students to be recogceremony. He will welcome nized arc the Outstanding Senior
guests and give an -overview of Woman and Man, outstanding
the purpose of Honors Day.
scholastic students in various
Todd Logsdon of Louisville, academic departments and honor
president of the Student Govern- societies and jtudents named to
ment Association (SGA), will "Who's Who Among Students in
preside at the lirinors program. .American Universities and
Brian Van Horn of Benton, Ill., Colleges."
SGA vice president. will give the
The Max G. Carman Outstandinvocation.
ing Teacher Award of thC SGA
Dr. James L. Booth, prOvost
will be pregcnted to a faculty
and vice president for academic
member, and a student who has
and student affairs, will introduce
made an outstanding contribution

in service and 'leadership will be
the recipient of the Ralph Woods
Memorial Award.
Four graduating seniors will -be
presented Honors Program
medallions to wear at commencement exercises, schedute4 for 10
a.m. Saturday in Racer Arena.
Music will be provided by the
Murray 'State Brass Ensemble,
directed by Dennis L. Johnson,
directed of hands at MSU.
An informal reception•will pre:
cede and follow the program,
with SGA members as hosts..

Moderate students critical of seminary
ern is that it is a conservative have left Southern since 1991, or
ing is disdiuraged.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP)
Rodney and Rhonda Stewart . place. but a wry scholarly place announced plans 10 leave, in the
Disgruntled moderate students at
Wilcox also are leaving Southern. that provided balance to liberal face of criticism from conservaSouthern Baptist Theological
He said he will attend the Baptist seminaries," he said. "My fear tives who now control the SouthSeminary say the school's tradiTheological Seminary in Rich- is, with what has happened, we'll ern Baptist Convention. Moderate
tion of scholarly investigation
mond, Va., to study under a pro- lose that balance and it may not students complainC.. _tat courses
and academic freoitom has been
once taught by the. departed professor
who resigned from South- be able to offer that voice that the
trampled by conservative leaders.
theological world needs."
fessors are no longer Alined -ern under pressure last year.
Some of the students blame the
-was
Also last month. Pros ost I arrv
seminary
Richmond
The
conservative denominational
Constivative students say they
quit to become presiMcSwain
99
W
rn
S(iiitby
the
1
founded
M
leaders for the resignations of
welcome the changes, and they
dent of a Baptist college in GeorBaptist Alliance, an organization reject
three moderate trustees last
the moderates' - characterigia, and the deans Ot two of the
of moderates. There. Rodney zation rthe seminary as
month, and they feel they're also
a dogs
e nei n a cy 's four schools
he
can
._.Wilcos
feels
Stevv.art
being squeezed out of .Southern
• ma factory. Conservatives were
announced their, resignations.
. expand -Ifis thinking uhout lear the ones who until recently-could
Baptist as Well.
can
.of reprisal. and his wile
Changes at the seminary have
not talk openly about their views,
created an uncomfortable_ _atmoanswer her calling to be a pastor_ the said. sphere for students like Russet)
"Whal makes Southern SouthAt least 10 facult‘ members
Winn, who said he would transfer
to Emory University in Atlanta
this fall. He said he would also
he leaving the denomination.
"I can no -longer support the
Southern Baptist Convention
when the executive committee,
which has control of everything
in Southern -Baptist life, is abusing my trust and hurting people I
care about," Winn said. "It's a,
painful decision, but it would.he
more painful to stay."
Winn and 1)ther theojogically
moderate students -said they have
ON ANY PURCHASE OF $100 OR MORE! SEE DETAILS BELOW
seen the school .transformed in
the past two years from a symbol
of academic integrity to a dogma
9
factory where progressive think -
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Radio/hack

DAYSTCASH

NEWS OF THE WORLD
SERBS REJECT PEACE PLAN
MOUNT JAHORINA, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian Serb lawmakers
determined to hold on to the spoils of war rejected a U.N. peace plan today,
spurning appeals from sponsors in Serbia and testing the resolve of a U.S.
president. Ignoring intense pressure to accept the plan, the self-proclaimed
Bosnian- Serb parliament voted overwhelmingly early today to instead ask
Serbs in the territory its forces control to rule on the plan in a referendum.
The move amounts to little more than a stalling tactic by an assembly..that
has already rejected the peace plan twice. Hard-line Serbs likely to reject
the plan dominate the areas where the May 15-16 referendum would be
held. President Clinton- who had threatened to-bomb Bosnian Serb artillery
if the peace plan was rejected, had no immediate comment on the vote early
today.
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CD-ROM revolutionizes
family computing!
Experience an interactive
world of vibrant graphics,
digital stereo sound andinstant access to volumes
of information. Includes
animated-encyclopedia.
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Portable AM/FM cassette
• With ultralight in -ear phones
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Magistrate District #3

BUSINESS CLASS

TAN DY

My name is Marcia D. Brandon and lam running for Magistrate ofDistrict #3in Calloway County. I was
a student of Calloway Co. High School. My parents are Bill and Monie Hooks. I am the mother-ef three
children,although I lost two approximately four years ago.I have one son now,Robbie Noel and one stepson,
Christopher Brandon. My husband is Billy E.Brandon,son ofLouie Brandon and the late Earl Brandon.He
is employed VA.,th the state police as a water patrolman. Billy is also a former Calloway Co. Deputy Sheriff.
lam a group 4ader at Fisher Price Toys.I have worked there for seventeen years.lam normally in charge
of between twenty to twenty---fi ve people. During my years at Fisher Price I have completed several courses
in computer, quality, and management areas. I have also taken computer training at Murray State
University. Before working at Fisher Price I was chief payroll clerk at Standard Textile Co., Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky.
In this letter I would like to help everyone to better understand the duties of a magistrate.
We have four districts in Calloway County with a magistrate from each. These magistrates and the
County Judge Executive make up the Fiscal Court. The Fiscal Court is the legislative body that makes
decisions for our county. They make decisions on the jail, hospital, library, park, waste disposal, county
budget, county taxes, roads,and many other things. This responsibility should not be taken lightly. I feel
that thojob of magistrate has a great deal &responsibility,and we need people in these positions with the
knowledge and ambition to really dig in and work for the advancement of Calloway County. We need
magistrates with the common sense to be able to know when a road needs repairing and which ones should
bidanefiret and also the education and ambition logo to Prankfort to push for grants and aid for our county
!have done extensive research into the issues ofCalloway County in order to be able to effectively do my
plin MI•member of your Macs] Court. Our county haa to be run like•major bus,nees That is a very
Wee dour countylsel,and sohd
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small children or older
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gathered a

day to try to uncover oppono available
Chllsviser County.
I Aslastriet 03needs a magistrate that will dedicate time to solving the problems of our county and also
IMMO to prairmais tar the advancement of our county such as RION, jobs, better law enforcement and fire
probsliss. sod isigrollinsonts to our tourism and reervatIonal facilities
111111111$1111.111Nre the people in lastnet 13 that•vote for Marcia Brandon me vale for the person that will
advitameateat of Calloway County In order to he able to dotb.k that I want to do for
1
Mt MOO used your VOW MVO.. vote Marna Brandon 4 number three on the ballot) to be your nest
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* RE•OPENING
Friday, May 7th
at 11 a.m.

Buy that special
gift for Mom at
Radio Shack!
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COLON CANCER GENE FOUND
WASHINGTON (AP) — If colon cancer runs in your family, get to a doctor.
Quick! That's the advice from researchers who announced Wednesday they
had found a flawed gene that can cause people in some families to inherit a
95 percent likelihood of developing colon cancer. "We have proven beyond
any shadow of a doubt that a genetic predisposition for colon cancer exits,"
Dr. Bert Vogelstein, a Johns Hopkins University cancer researcher, said at a
news conference. The discovery is leading to a blood test that will enable
doctors eventually to identify people who have the inherited mutation so that
early, lifesaving treatment can be started, the researchers said.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Reading the tea leaves
of off-season elections
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

WASHINGTON (AP) — When Democrats win in the off-season
elections game, one player confided, they'll claim a victory for President Clinton even if their candidate was skeptical or critical of his
programs.
Elect a Republican and the out party will call it a rebuff to the
White House.
Rival- national politicians have always tried to find the national
message in special congressional elections, whether there is one or
not. Local issues, campaign organization and the performance and personalities of candidates are usually what counts.
The last time there was a compelling national lesson to be learned
in a special election outaiiiie
ii -Seliate upset by -a Pennsyrvania
Democrat that pointed up economic concerns in 1991 — George
Bush's- White House ignored the message.
There have been three special House elections so far this year, two
held by Democrats, one by a Republican, none changing party hands.
Elected to the Wisconsin scat that Defense- Secretary Les Aspin
held for 22 years, Democrat Peter Barca put a crimp in the gamesmanship. "I didn't find a voter-citizen who said they believed this was a
referendum on the president," he said Tuesday night after a narrow
victory.
Still, Clintdn's program and performance figured in the campaign,
with the Republican candidate saying voters should rebuff the president, while. Barca pointed up his own differences with the
administration.
"1,don't think Clinton's plan is that hot, frankly," Barca told editors of the Wisconsin State Journal in Madison last week. He opposes
Clinton's energy tax, saying it would hurt farmers, and is against a
free-trade agreement with Mexico, which labor unions see as a threat
to American jobs:
Republicans easily retained an Ohio House seat in a special election
Tuesday; a Democrat earlier heldalle Mississippi scat left open when
Mike Espy became secretary of agriculture. There will'_a special
election next month for the California scat of Leon Panetta,
Clinton's budget director.'
A more critical election is coming up in Texas in a- month, for the
Senate scat resigned by treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and now
held by appointed Sen. Bob Krueger.
A Democratic defeat would be a political embarrassment to the
White House. More importantly, it would increase the vulnerability of
administration proposals to the Republican ,barrier that blocked Clinton's jobs bill in the Senate.
It takes just 40 votes in the Senate to stall with talk and thus prevent action on a bill, 60 votes to end a filibuster and force a vote.
Oust Krueger and the GOP minority would be up to 44 scats.
Clinton's spokesman said the White House is doing what it can to
help Krueger win "another vote for change from the American people." But Texas is not Clinton territory; Bush carried the state in 1992
and it is home stage for Ross Perot's continued campaign on economic issues in 1993.
Su Krueger has kept his campaign-distance—from the president, and
was one of two Senate Democrats who voted against ,the Clinton
budget resolution.
Still, the procedural vote on quashing Republican filibusters is the
one the administration really needs, and Krueger has stuck with the
Democrats on that.
Vice President Al Gore campaigned with Krueger in Texas before
the primary election last Saturday, and was appearing at a fund-raiser
for him in Chicago today.
Krueger's problems were underlined when he ran just behind Republican Kay Bailey Hutchinson, the Texas state treasurer, in the
24-candidate primary. Each got 29 percent, to win spots in the final,
runoff election, probably on June 5.
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas will campaign with
Mrs. Hutchinson on Friday and Saturday. Dole said the White House
probably would suck to fund raising rather than personal campaigning
because Clinton "is not that popular in Texas."
. "It's the first political verdict on President Clinton's economic
plan," Republican National Chairman Haley Barbour said in a CNN
interview. David Wilhelm, the Democratic chairman, countered that
'would be a tough Case to make since Krueger voted against the plan in
the Senate.
"We can always argue that each and every race that aunts up is a
referendum on the president," Wilhelm said, although local issues
may be dominant. "And when we win it. I'll go out and I'll probably
say that was 'a referendum."

$6,000 raised tofight cancer
Dear Editor:
Thanks so very much for your help with the advertising of our
dance. Because of you and others like you. more than S6.000 was
raised for cancer research and service in this area
Dogwood Cotillion Organiiing Committee
American Cancer Society

Attention Washington!
-1 •
:

L'S. REP. TOW RARUIW
14014 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-1115 (Washie900)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, WashingINIFIXIC. 20510
-202-224-4141 (Washington)
V.S. SRN. MITCH McCONNELI.
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D C 20510
502-442-4554 IPaducalti or 202-224-2341 (Washington)

Crystal ball would come in handy
I received my federal income
tax refund Monday. Rut after listening to state Sen. Jeff Green
Tuesday, I'm .not making any
definite plans for my state refund
money.
Green met with the Murray
State University Faculty Senate
Tuesday. Before he could slip out
the door, one of the faculty members asked when she would
receive her state refund.
Green said it was hard to
answer because the legislature's
appropriations committee hears a
different answer from the state
each month.
"In March, we heard that they
were not going to hold the
refunds until July. Then in April,
they said they had no intention of
holding the refunds," he said.
As-he was putting on his suit
coat he-said to her, "If I could, I
would write the check to you."
.Without missing a beat she
answered, "It's not large, you
probably could."
• •
•

•

•

Si Iola

TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger & Vines staff writer
And he held press conferences.
I went to his press conference
in Mayfield. Thorc wasn't anyone
named Joe Q. Public around.
Just Jones, the TV lights and a
handful of reporters.
Maybe a couple of town meetings would have helped Jones
focus his plan — and fine tune
details. Listening to a crosssection of the community could
give him a better feel for what
people - want.
A1fer-a11,- he sails - he is doing
this for the people of Kentucky.
_Green said his constituents are
smart and well informed..
If Jones is shielded from the
public. I think his protective
bubble is going to burst next
week when the General Assembly
gathers.
• • • •
I've never claimed to be a
foreign affairs expert, but I would
like' to sec the measuring stick,
divining rod or crystal ball politicians consult when they are trying to decide if it is time for the

•

Talking about Gov.- Brereton
Jones' health care plan, Green
said Jones seems "shielded from
the average citizen."
•
Jones went barnstorming in
March trying to drum up support
for his health care plan. He visited businessev.karound the state
that have employee coverage or
are supportive of such an idea.

U.S. to go to war.
During the Gulf crisis, I was
scared to death. My only point of
reference for wart had been England and the Falkland Islands, the
U.S. in Grenada andPanama. the
nightly TV news images of
Vietnam still flitter in my
memory.
I was scared, not just because I
had never lived through a war,
but because my brother is a second lieutenant'in the Army. Jimmy was stationed in Berlin during
the Gulf War and was not sent to
Saudi Arabia.
. Justifying our involvement in
the Gulf became important to me.
Supporting Jimmy became
'important.
I realized that if anything happened to him, I could find some
comfort in believirrg that his
death was not a waste.
My greatest fear, and one that I
would never think much aboulwas that the war was based on
economics. That thought could
hit me hard.

Reality always does, doesn't
it? .
Sending troops to Somalia
once again stirred fear.- And now
we have Bosnia.
Jimmy is still in the military.
Now he is stationed at Fort Benning, Ga. He loves his career. I'm
proud of him.
But L 'am scared.
Once.again there is talk of military intervention in a war-torn
region. I'm thankful I don't have
to make the decision.
But I am distrubed at the way
the decision is reached.
Tuesday, one of our U.S, senators — Mitch McConnell — was
speaking to students at Covington
Catholic High School. He told
the group that military intervention in Bosnia was not in the
U.S.-'s national interest.
"Bosnia is not the only world
trouble spot," he said.
This is the same guy who
strongly supported Desert Storm.
O.K. this is what I want to
know — what are the rules?
I want a clearly., stated policy
on our national interest. I want to
know the definition of trouble
spots and when we should
intervene, if . at all.
Mainly. I want to know when
decisions of support fall along
partisan lines and when they
don't.
Most of all, I want that crystal
ball.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 30, The Greenville (S.C.) News on women in
combat:
It's a curious twist of language that results in the notion of "allowing" women to engage in combat as if, even for men, combat were
something to be pursued for its personal benefits or pleasure instead
of the dehumanizing and dreadful activity that it is.
So, the armed forces are about to allow women Lolly combat aircraft, the Clinton administration will seek repeal of a law barring
women from warships, and the armed services will have to justify any
policies keeping women out of other combat roles.
Some people, including many women in the armed forces-, see this
as progress. Some see it as necessary to opening military career
opportunities to women that are closed off because advancement often
depends on combat experience.
Whatever the substances of these views, however, they ignore or
treat as insignificant the powerful social value that has underpinned
the, ban on women in_combat and which as not demonstrably
weakened to the point that most Americans are comfortable with the"
idea of routinely putting women under fire. .
Women surely could perform combat jobs. The debate over women
in combat has nothing to do with the intelligences or compel-Ma
women.
But combat is. not an abstraction. It's about killing other people and
being killed.
During the Persian Gulf War, 14 American women were killed and
two were taken prisoner by Iraqi forces. That, Army Capt. Lillian
Pfluke, said in May 1991, accustomed Americans to exposing women
to the dangers of combat.
Well, that's debatable. And even if it's so, it hardly can be counted
as progress, which would mean exposing fewer people to the horror of
war, not more.

May 3. Los Angeles Times on U.S. military intertiention
in Bosnia:
President Bill Clinton has made a difficult, courageous-arid correct
de-cision to engage the military power of the United States in Bosnia.
The form of the engagement is not yCt known (for strategic reasons).
In negative terms, however, the Clinton administration has concluded that diplomacy backed-only by economic sanctions has failed
and that the failure, must not be accsoted. The failure is not just a failure to restore peace among the warring
Serb, Croat and Muslim populations of Bosnia. It is a failure to halt a
slaughter of the Muslims by the Serbs that U.N. human rights envoy
Tadeusz Mazowiecki has characterized as an "extermination." The
Muslims have been essentially unarmed, The Serbs have been armed,
supplied and at times joined in the field by Serbia-Montenegro, the
remnant of.the Yugoslavia that was. The result has been "ethnic
cleansing" with no end in sight. ...
Clinton's decision is a difficult one diplomatically because, though
the Serbs are without serious international support, the European
members of NATO have been determined not to intervene militarily.
The president's decision is- difficult politically- because though U.S.
support has been steadily growing for intervention, there is also widespread reluctante to assume new foreign burdens. ...
His decision is not just courageous, however, but also correct
because the United States, as a multiethnic, citizenship-based state,
cannot ultimately be safe in a world where ethnic purity is honored as
a principle of statehood and because the United Nations, born from
the ashes of postwar Europe, can scarcly begin to police the rest of the
world if it cannot even first police. Europe. ...
(T)he enemy being faced down in Bosnia is fascism. There is no
other name for_it._ And Europe — surely_no_less than America —
knows well that fascism must never be appeased.

ter gay rights, what?
A decade ago, I was a guest on
Mery Griffin's show. Another guest
was a woman who said she was a
lesbian.
I listed for her sexual behavior I
felt was unwise,even immoral,and
asked her to stop me when she felt I
had gone too far. When I got to
necrophilia and she did not protest,
the audience gasped.
Although that moment illuminated only one person's seemingly
limitless tolerance for all forms of
sexual behavior, I thought of it as I
watched the hundreds of thousands
of homosexuals and bisexuals who
marched in Washington.Is this it? If
these people achieve their stated
objectives (which include not only
the right to marry and to adopt, but
lowering the age of consent and
allowing gays in the military), will
this be the end? Or will other
petitioners emerge demindingriuit
their preferences or orientation receive similar treatment?
The open celebration of homosexuality represents the final
disconnect from a personal God. If
the barrier against societal acceptance of homosexuality falls, there
will be no other that can stand. How
can pedophiles be kept at bay if their
"brothers" and "sisters" arc liberated?
When Alexandr Solzhenitsyn
sought an explanation for the ruin
ous revolution that decimated his
native Russia. he recalled what
those who lived through the Bolshevik takeover had said: "Men have
forgotten God, that's why all these
things happened Solzhenitsyn ad
nutted that after decades of study.
he could offer no better explanation

That's why it is necessary to
oppose behavior one believes is
objectively wrong and counterproductive to the Society that tolerates it and to the person who
practices it.
The shameless promotion of sexual immorality in the streets of our
nation's capital and the public blessing bestowed on it by the President
are the latest in a mountain of
evidence that proves this nation has
forgotten God and is exposing itself
to the grave consequences that historically have followed spiritual
amnesia. A common malady of
many nations that collapsed internally before being conquered externally was a melting of the moral
resolve.

Homosexual practice cannot be
seen in isolation from other unraveling societal threads: 30 million
abortions and counting, broken
families, drive-by shootings, riots,
drug abuse, a pornography explosion, overflowing prisons, teen suicides -- the list goes on. These are
reflections, not causes,of a descent
into decadence.
Communists outlawed pornography,homosexuality and other forms
of sexual looseness. They knew that
sex is a powerful force that, if
misused, can bring down a nation
faster than any invader.
Theologian Carl Henry, who has
lived through eight of this century's
decades, has written, "No society
that disregards ethical finalities can

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
editor. We print letters at11 variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and telephone number included in
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters should be
typewritten and doubk-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Wars skald be addressed to: LeitICf to the Editor, Murray Ledger lk Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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long postpone ignominious collapse."
Despite theological and historical
revisionists, it is impossible to ignore the biblical standard for proper
sexual conduct. God made us male
and female for each other, not for
the same gender.Old Testament law
says,"Do not lie with a man as one
lies with a woman; that is detestable" (Leviticus 18:22), and later
adds, "If a man lies with a man as
one lies withl woman,both of them
have done what is detestable."
In the New Testament, Paul describes homosexual behavior (as
opposed to orientation) as "unnatural," and "indecent acts" motivated by "shameful lusts," and "perversions"(Romans 1). In 1 Timothy
1:9-10, those who --practice 1W
mosexual sex are called "perverts."
and "sodomites," and "among the
uniodly and sinful, the unholy amd
irreligious." One Corinthians 61
includes "homosexual offenders"
with the wicked "who will not
inherit the kingdom of God."
The same Book that condemns
such behavior also offers a way out.
as it does to all sinners But how
does one appeal to such eternal
truths when the nation abounds with
biblical illiterates and disobedient
apostates')
When a nation loses its power io
resist im moralit y
Ls headed for
senous trouble If America continues so dec line, it won't be because
of a faltering economy - it will he
for the tame reason Solzhenitsyn
observed m hisland "Mee have
forgone* God; that's why aN these
things happrond "
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray Middle School PTO will sponsor a Spring Fling Festival
at the school- on Friday. Max 7, from 5 to 7:30 p.m. There will be
games and activities for all aies -and prizes will be awarded from each
booth. A spaghetti supper will also be held kthe school cafeteria
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Tickets for the supper niay be purchased in
advance from the school. A limited number of tickets will be sold at
the door: Everyone is invited to attend the festival, a PTO member
said.

Resource Center to sponsor program

The final session of the TOTAL. Child Development Program for
mothers and their two and three-year-olds will be held Friday. May 7, at 1
p.m. at East Elementary School. Sponsored by the Family Resource Center,
this free series, Teaching Our Toddlers About Learning, has focused on
inexpensive educational activities which parents can enjoy with their children. Heather Oldham, child development intern at Murray State, has
planned and led this program. Also the *Angel Alert" of the Resource Center
has issued an appeal for special children's clothing, newborn disposal diapers and a playpen to meet special needs of local families. For more informa. bon. call the Center at 753-3070.

Singles (SOS) plans activities

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Friday. May
7, and Sunday, May 9. The group will meet Friday at 5:15 p.m. at Chamber
of 'Commerce to carpool/caravan to Fort Campbell for dinner and dance at
Sportsman Lodge there with the Hopkinsville chapter. On Sunday the singles will meet at 2 p.m. for lunch at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. This
is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Bingo Play place changed for Friday
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play' to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the-Bingo play will _go toward local
projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the area, tourism
promotion and- help for needy persons in the area. Play is open to the
public.

Jackson reception on Monday
Friends of Joe Jackson, Chief Engineer, WKMS, are invited to his farewell
reception on Monday, May 10, from 2 to 4.p m. in Studio B, WKMS, Sixth
Floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. - Murray State University. Jackson
retired from WKMS on April 30.

-Club plans luncheon on Sunday

•

Murray Country Club will serve a Mothers' Day luncheon OR Sunday, May
9, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The menu will be grilled chicken breast, green
beans, potatoes, broccoli cauliflower crunch, roll, fresh fruit and brownies.
The price will be $8 for adults and $4 for children under 12. Members may
invite immediate family in-town guests. Reservations should be made by
Saturday by calling 753-6113.

Gospel singing on Saturday

Chestnut Street General Baptist Church will have gospel singing featuring
"Unity" on Saturday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at the church, located at Chestnut and
North Third Streets, Murray. The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Palestine plans Saturday event
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a gospel singing and potluck
supper on Saturday. May 8. The supper will be served at 6 p.m. with the
gospel singing featuring The Finchers will follow at 7 p.m. The public is
invited.

Homecoming at New Jenny Ridge
New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, May 9. Services will be at 10:30 a.m, followed by a potluck meal
at noon. The church is located off Highway 94 East. The public is invited.

Gamma Chapter plans meeting

Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International will have a
luncheon and business meeting on Saturday, May 8. The event will start at
10:30 a.m. at Lake Barkley State Park Lodge.

DAR meeting scheduled Saturday

Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution is scheduled to meet Saturday, May 8, at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
James Hart. The program on "Genealogy, Artifacts of Family History" will be
given by the members. Cohostess will be Mrs. Conrad Jones.

Hazel club
has meeting
at Center
Glenda Gallimore of KGA
Recycling was the featured
Speaker at the April meeting of
the Hazel Woman's Club held at
Hazel Community Center.
The speaker spoke about the
importance of recycling and those
things that can be recycled. She
was introduced by Sandra
Gallimore.
Clarkie Butterworth presided
with Nina Butterworth giving the
devotion. The club voted to make
the purchases of an ice machine,
commercial deodorizers and a
table caddy for the Hazel Community Center.
A report was given on the
KFWC convention. Hilda Bennett
received second place in the state
in feature photography. The club
rceived a certificate from the
HOBY Award and was also a 110
percent club. The club also won
third place in the district for
membership at the convention. t'
Sandra Gallimore and Clarkie,.
Butterworth reported they had
planted three Kentucky state coffee trees on Arbor Day.
The club voted to make a
donation of S50 to Calloway
County High School's Project
Graduation and to participate in
the Calloway County Emergency
Services' Disaster Drill on May
17 by donating refreshments.
The club participated in the
National Adolpt-a-Highway
Spring Clean-up on April 24.
The Officer Selection Committee gave the slate of officers for
1993-94 as follows: Clarkie Butterworth, president; Sharon Ray,
first vice president; Linda Thomas, second vice president; Linda
Bennett, recording secretary; Inez
Butterworth, treasurer; and Elaine
Paschall, corresponding secretary.
The club will hold its annual
Senior Citizens luncheon .on
Saturday, May 8, with lurid'
being served at noon for residents
in and around the Hazel
community.
Refreshments were served by
hostesses, Pat Dalton, Judy Paschall, Linda Thomas and Laura
Paschall.
Other members present were
Belinda Elliott, Patty Knott,
Janice Wilkinson, Rita Emery,
Pat Latimer, Lynn Whiscnatt,
Marla Thompson and Cindy
Wilson.
The next regular meeting will
be Thursday, May 20, at 7 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
The installation ottoofficers will
be held with Irene Morgan, First
District Governor, as speaker.
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1:30

"Indecent Proposal" 3:45

7:15
9:25

(R)

1:30
.'Huckleberry Finn' 3:35
7:10
(PG)
9:10
1:30
"BerinY &
(PG)

Glenda Gallimore, left, of KGA Recycling spoke for Hazel
Woman's Club. At right is Sandra Gallimore, club member,

9:15

•aa

1:30
'Born Yesterday' 3:30
7:10
(PG)
9:10

•-•

.110

3,25
Joon" 7:15

1:30
3:30
7:05
905
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Mother's Day Gifts She'll Love...

"The Sandlot"
(PG)

•Cards
•Pottery •Rugs
*Picture Frames •Baskets •Scented Candles

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

HOLLAND DRUGS

movies!
:
•Rent your movies• at the
•
1008 Chestnut :11. 753-3:114
•
•
Open II:am to 10:pm
•

Bob Dunn, R.Ph. 109 S. 4th St. 753-1462

special • original • beautiful

Gifts Just Like Her
For Mother's Day - May 9th
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5

•
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The Place To Discover
University Plaza

Honor thy
reat the hand that feeds you to a Mother's Day feast
of Hardee's Fried Chicken. It's hand breaded twice
and cooked in 10006 vegetable oil until it's crispy and
juicy. And we do all the work.
Mom will also like our Made From Scratch
Biscuits, mashed potatoes & gravy, and cole slaw. So use
the coupons below.and do what your mother always
told you to do. •
Save your money.

T

•

Hairdressers plan meeting

8Piece
Fried Chicken Dinner*

Murray Affiliate of National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists will meet
Monday, May 10, at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of the World Building, South Third
and Maple Streets, Murray. A fitness program on "Look Good, Feel Better"
will be directed by Pam Thomas. The cost will be $2 per person and dress
should be for aerobics. For more information call Melissa Parker, 753-6263.

* 8 Pieces of
Fried Chicken
* 4 Biscuits
* Choice of 2
Large Sides

and a

New Collection
of Black Hills Gold

•Includes whore dark
OffPr sond

piece%
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Volunteers honored
••

•

Shown at one of the tables at the West View Nursing Home Volunteer luncheon were, from left. Ken and Lillian Cook, Helen Steffen, Marjorie Hall, Mary Vidmer, Jean Lewis. Allene Knight and
Lorraine Adams. Knight, Adams and Steffen were recognized for
entertaining at the monthly birthday parties, and the others Iltsted
(except for Ken Cook who helps Alpha My with Bingo games and
singing), plus Steffen, are members of Alpha Mu, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International sorority.

Mother's Day
Sale

A "Chance to Change Tomorrow" was the theme of the Volunteer Recognition Day at West
View Nursing Home when volunteers of the home were recognized with a "Volunteer Luncheon" on April 23 from 11:30
a.m. to 1 pm. in the back dining
room at West View.
Activities Director Carol York
was in charge of the event. Sher
was assisted by Patsy Hutcherson
and Pati Bedwell.
The program opened with a
welcome by York, followed by
the invocation by the Rev. Bob
Dotson, minister. Small baskets
of potpourri were hand decorated
by the residents and given to
those present for the luncheon.
Entertainment included a "Fan-

cy Fashion Show" with residents
and employees doing a professional job; Clothes were provided
by Behr's Clothing Store of Murray. Residents were wheeled
through the runway showing off
their hats, scarves and ear rings.
Employees modeled the outfits.
Of special note was a maintenance employee, Tom Eldridge,
modeling a special costume.
Presentations of certificates
were presented by Carol York
and the Activity Department who
were assisted by Beulah Fielder,
president of the Resident Council. Juanita Lee, a volunteer and
family member of one of the residents, received the door prize, an
azalea, with Gladys Garland
assisting in this event.

Page gives program

....1 /3-1/2 Off
1 Group Black & Ivory
1/3 Off
Coordinates
1 Group Toast
1/3 Off
Coordinates
1 Group Blue & Yellow
1/3 Off
Coordinates
1 Group Gray & Red
1/2 Off Class receiv%es grant
Coordinates
Group •Tan « Ivory
1/2 Off
Coordinates

Spring Dresses

Constance Carter and Thomas Olive are shown computing stocks
in the project by the Fourth Grade Class at Carter Elementary
School.

THE

MADEMOISELLL
Downtown • Murray

Becky Page, left, speaker. and Lee Pinkston, World Fellowship
and Intercultural Relations chairman of Gamma Chapter, look at
items shown by Page at a recent meeting.

Once again the Murray Foundation for Excellence in Eduation
hasp 'awarded Cyndi Cohoon's
Fourth Grade Class at Carter
Elementary School with a grant
to buy shares of stock.
- This year the -class bought
eight shares of Pcpsico and 13
shares of Fisher-Price.
The students learn -how 40 read
thtock pages and tosompute
— - theains—or
The class holds their stocks for
one 'school year. In May, they

decide what to do with their
profit.
"We have made as much as
S250 and as little as S20. Each
year is a challenge," cites Cyndi
Coh_o_on,_ teacher. "I've been
teaching students -about eccmomics and/or stocks for about 15
years. Teaching students reallifc
situations and responsibilities as
citizens is what- KERA is-411
about," Cohoon said.
_ Peoples Bank and the Bank of
Murray act as schoolrbusincss
partners. Each bank waives its
broker fees to allow the students
a larger profit.
This year the students plan to
go to the Executive Inn at Paducah to view the live theater production of Beauty and the Beast.

Gamma Chapter of Delta Kap- school systems, the people and
pa Gamma Society International, the children.
She presented a slide show
met recently at Mayfield Middle
School for a business meeting entitled "Impressions" and also
and brunch. Judy Mull, vice pres- exhibited items she had
purchased.
ident, presided. The meditation
Hostesses ,were Carolyn
was given by Carolyn Colson.
The Alpha Gamma state con- Sparks, chairman, Vivian Fisher,
vention was field April 23, 24 Ruth Ann Harrell, Mary Seay,
and 25 at the Holiday Inn Air- Evelyn Kesterson, Imogene Monport, Erlanger, hosted by Zeta roe, Denise Terry, Judy Brown
and Betty Rogers.
and Upsilon.
Attending the meeting were 30
Lee Pinkston, World Fellowship and Intercultural Relations members and one guest. Also
chairman, introduced guest attending from the area were
speaker, Becky Page, first grade Ruth Caldwell, Mirriam Ferguson, Vanda Gibson, Dr. Mildred
teacher at Paris, Tenn.
Page spent two weeks in Russi- Hatcher, Mary Alice Humphries,
a last summer with eight college Jane Lane, Pauline McCoy, Dr.
students, one college professor, Rubie Smith, Dr. Halene Visher
and one translator. They exper- and Dr. Pauline Waggener.
The next luncheon and busiienced field studies, school tours,
one week in a small village and
ness meeting will be Saturday,
one wcck in a large metropolitan
May 8, at 10:30 a.m. at Barkley
area. --She also--disetrs-sed—tIte—Lodge. -

CALENDAR
Thursday, May 6
Quill Lovers' 10th anniversary party/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Public invited.
Murray Women_ DI the Atoosv
Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at 7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of VFW and
Auzi1wy/2 p.m./Natiimal Guard Armory.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8.
p.m./Senior- Citizens' Center-. Benton.
Info/759-4059. or 753-7663.
Baptist Young Women of Westside Baptist Church/7 p.m./home of Krista Boggess with Shanda Schaaf as cohostess.
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m. at K/C
building

Draw
Your
Own
1Discount

10%-50%

oftw

OFF
every item
in the store. 1k
- Size 2 through Plus -

•

PICK-UP ONLY

1 Topping

Large Pizza
'Good thru
5/13/93

$599

2 Large

Eastern Star
holds meeting

Samplers
51699
'Good two
5113
'
93(original crust)

(oriiinal crust)

IN

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Lunch Buffets

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets

13599

$699

'Good evu
S/13/93

'Good thru
5/13/93

a

Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery
Call
j
ust

7531651
'Coupons not-good with àny
other specials
• 'Must present coupon when
orderi ng

Chestnut St.

•

7

Thursday, May 6
First Presbyterian Church events include
Pulpit Nominating Committee/7 p m.
'Murray Civilian Club/7 p.m./Homeplace
Restaurant,
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
German Shepherd Dog Club/7 p.m./Anneit of
Calloway County Public Library.
TOPS Ky. 469 Chapter/6 p.m./Annex of Cello,way County Public Library.
Friday, May 7
May Fellowship Day luncheon and program by
CWU/I0 a.m./Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Open house at Eastwood Christian
Academy/9-11 a.m.
Youth Group of First Chnstian Church holding
fundraiser at Piggly Wiggly parking_ lot/10
as.m.-6 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F.&A.M. Widows'
dinner/6:30 p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Car Wash by Calloway County 4-H Rifle
Team/3:30 p.m. at K-Mart parking lot.
"Anything Goes" musical by Murray High
School/8 p.m/Playhouse_ m the Park.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.mJfor senior
citizens' BalvilleS.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for senior
citizens' activities. Movie and walking planned.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to newcomers/
American Legion Building, South Sixth and
_Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of Eastern
Star/7:30 .p.m./lodge hall at Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North Fourth
St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/753-TEEN.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Honors Day ceremonies/3:30 p.m./Curris Center ballroom. Murray State University. Reception follows.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open 8:30
a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
Lind Between the Lakes events include Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2 p.m/Visitor Center;
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m.fliomeplace.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star met Tuesday, April 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the
-Masonic Hall with Brenda Newberry, worthy matron, presiding.
She was assisted by Roy Clark,
worthy patron; Dollie Clark,
associate matron; Enoch Kaiser,
associate patron; Maxine Kaiser,
secretary;__T.wila Coleman, treasurer; June Crider, conductress
- protem; Ruby Byers, associate
-conductress protem; Dorothy
Bazzell, chaplain; Betty Dodd,
Marshall; Sue Thweatt, organist
protem; Sybil Lasater, Ruth; Lana
White, Esther; luta Hutson,
Martha; Mildred Bell, Electa protern; Carmel Byers, warder protern; Bob Bazzell, sentinel
protem.
luta Hutson, grand warder of
Grand Chapter of Kentucky, was
given a special welcome.
Plans were made for Friendship Night to be Saturday. June
11, with a potluck dinner at 6:30
p.m. Pins for 25 and 50 years will
be presented.
Refreshments were served.
The next stated meeting will be
Tuesday, May 11, at 7:30 p.m. at
Masonic Hall.
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PAGEANT WINNER —
Adrienne Nichole Kimbro won
second place trophy in overall
beauty at the Little Miss and
Mr. Spring Beauty Pageant
held April 24 at Woodmen of
World Building, sponsored by
Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Adrienne is the daughter of
Hugh W. Kimbro and Darla
Dobkins; granddaughter of
Nordene Lorson, Carrie Ester),
Joohn and Minnie Kimbro, and
John Dobkins; and greatgranddaughter of Pearl
Dobkins.

PAGE 7

for Moms & Grads
4 DAYS ONLY
Selected Groups
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NEW BABY GIRL — Ashley
Elizabeth Kowalski was born
April 14 at 11:38 p.m. at Central Baptist Hospital. Lexington.
She weighed eight pounds three
ounces and Measured 19 inches.
She is the daughter of Edward
and Angela Kowalski of Lexington; granddaughter of Leroy
and Laureen Hart of Hazel and
Marjorie Kowalski of South
Bound Brook, N..1.; and greatgranddaughter of Mary Gatew(mid of Selmer, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dale Bazzell

11.

\NOME NS APPAREL

.

94

753-7435
406 S. 12th • Murray

*
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Yeary and Bazzell vows
said in church ceremony
Sherri Lynn Yeary of Louisville and Kenneth Dale Baziell.of Rt.:3,
Benton, were married on SaturdayfrApril 3, at Southeast Christian
Church, Louisville.
The bride is the daughter of Paul and Sara Yeary of 114 Bluelields
Rd., Louisville. The groom is the son of Mrs. Marilyn Sue Bazzell of
Rt. 1, 1Ciiksey, and the late Billie Moore Swell Sr.
• The Rev. Bob Russell officiated at the 3:30 p.m. ceremon:c7"The bride, given in marriage by her parents, wore a white silky•T
shantung floor length dress designed with a full semi-cathedral train,
fitted bodice, and long fitted mutton sleeves. The sleeves, bodice and
skirt were accented with sequins and seed :pearls. Her s‘,eetheart
neckline was outlined with a band of seed pearls. The -back was outlined in embroidered lace.
Her veil was a handed spray of pearls with Tour tiers of gossime
illusion. She carried a bridal bouquet of special 'flowers.
Carla Ann Trumbo, sister of the bride, was 'nation of honor. Bridesmaids were Christy Block, Nancy Roberts, Deltic Wyman. Mary Lohman and Jennifer Price. They wore dresses of pink taffeta.
Kacie Crass, daughter of Randall and Lisa Crass of Kirksey,, was
flower girl. Luke Dibble, son of Cliff and Debbie Dibble ot Murray,
was ring bearer.
Rcirrnie Greene of Kirksey was best man. Groomsmen were
Anthony Manning, Kenny Wyatt, Kevin Adams; Jim Lamb and
Damon- Yeary. Ushers- were- Jason P-igg,-Craig- -Garland and Randall
Crass.
A reception followed at the Oxmoor Country Club.and Steeple
Chase, of Louisville.
The !couple is now at home at Kirksey.
The bride received her degree in Early Elementary Education at
Murray State University. She is now Chapter I Instructional Aide for
Murray City Schools.
The groom is employed at Briggs & Stratton, Murray..
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by Marilyn Bazzell and Ronnie Greene,
was held at Johnny E's of Louisville. A bridal luncheon, hosted by the
bride's mother, was at Olde Stone Inn, Simpsonville.

NEW BABY BOY — William
Cody Milton was born April 21
at 7:30 p.m. in Searcy, Ark, lie
weighed seven pounds 11'.
ounces and measured 21 inches.
lie is the son of Bill and Barbara Milton of Searcy. Ark., and
grandson of William and Mary.
.lane Milton of Murray and of
the late Joe and Evelyn Elrod
of West Helena. Ark.
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APPLE TREE
•

THANKS, MOM.
She's your best friend, your
biggest fan, and your favorite
babysitter. This Mother's Day,
say thanks by making her feel
like'a4tueem-Give her The .
Royal freatment, a day of pure
pampering from head to toe,
starting at S25. See.your salon
specialist for details.

Openings Available For
Summer Enrollment
.All Ages
'School Age Program Available
•Reasonable Rates
•Call Today For More Information

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 Stadium View

JCPenney Styling Salon

Dr.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

Murray, Ky.
753-9356
Owners Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
1111

"

No Apporntmef,'
Necessary
Call 759-9811

111,

•

I

III

MURRAY TODAY

Paris Landing State Park Inn
Invites You To
EARTH DAY — Three kindergarten students of Rebecca Cunningham at Robertson Elementary School are pictured with Sam
Burrage of WPSD-TV at the "Save the Earth" salute on April 21
when the entire school held a two-hour emphasis program on the
theme. Joan Bowker was director of a concert by the children.
Pictured, from left, are Chelsea Noffsinger Flack, daughter of
Nancy N. Flack, Crystal Thorn, daughter of Jennifer Keating, and
Ralisha Oliver, daughter of R.V. and Betty Oliver.
OPEN SUN.1-6 OPEN SUN.1-6 OPEN SUN.1-6 OPEN SUN.1-6
0
-13
3-0
Cl)
to
Latest Fashions in

- New Arrivals

Dress and Casual
Ladies Shoes
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Mother's Day At The Lake"
11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

All You Can Eat $795+
Entrees:

Chef Carved Prime Rib & Roast Round of Beef
Golden Fried Shrimp
Full Salad Bar:
Whole Baked Stuffed Salmon
Vegetables:
Roast Pork Tenderloin
Crabmeat Salad
Vegetable Stir Fry
Shrimp
Boiled
Fresh
Orange SOlad
Mandarin
Yellow Squash Casserole
Chicken
Fried
Crispy
Green Pea Salad
Green' Bean Almondine
Catfish
Fried
Southern
Broccoli & Gaubfrower
Fresh
Au Gratin Potatoes
Anti-Pasta
Special Desserts:
Honey Glazed Carrots
Hot Fudge Cake
Fresh Strawberry Short Cake
Granny's Punch Bowl Cake
Homemade Chess Pie
Cookies 'N' Cream Pie
Cherry Cheesecake
Dietetic Cheese Cake
Apple Cobbler
Lemon Ice Box Pie
Caramel Pie
Cream
Hand Dipped Ice

0

(

)

Reservations for parties of 8 or more.

Call (901) 642-4311 Ext. 450 (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)

Factory Discount
_ _ shoes
NO B. M St. Dammam's Murray 7814141111
Ness.-Thoss. 6* M. OA Ba4
0
Nns N MO 9 t Nns N3d0 9- 1
9- 1 NflSNJJO

•

Tax & Drink

Located 16 miles east of Paris, Tn. on
Hwy. 79 E. on beautiful Kentucky Lake
Nns
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GRAND
RE-OPENING

-r

Friday-Sunday, May 7-9
Register To Win One of 20 Giveaways

•

4

•6 Sets of 2 Piece Sportswear - 1 From Each:
Koret - Leslie Faye - Joyce, Lucia - That's Me - California Ivy
•3 Pair of Shoes - 1 From Each:
Naturalizer - S.A.S. - Selby
•5 Pair of Shoes - 2 From Each:
Nicole - Daniel Green - Life Stride
•Liz Claiborne Handbag - Liz Claiborne Wallet
•Shadow Line Gown and Robe
*Vanity Fair Half Slip and Camisole
•$200.00 Gift Certificate

Entire Stock of Merchandise

20-50% Off
(excludes Liz Claiborne, Shoes & Cosmetics)

40,

ONO

Gift Ideas
For
Moms & Grads
Gift Certificates and
Free Gift Wrapping

Look For These Lines In The Coming Months
Guess Knit Wear - Pepe - Z. Cavarici - Leslie Lucks The Liz Claiborne Fragrance - Chloe - White Shoulders
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Hours: Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:30-5, Fri. 9:30-8:30, Sun. 1-5
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Horoscopes

Music students win
Three local middle and high
school students took first place in
various levels at the fifth annual
20th Century keyboard Competition at Murray State University on
Saturday. April 24.
Sponsored by the MSU department of music, the compefftion
consisted of three categories, based
on the difficulty of selections
played: Level I. elementary; Level
II, intermtvli2te; and Level III, upper-intennediate. Winners were
awarded trophies.
--Whitney Price,daughter of Rita
and Richard Price of Murray, won
the piano Level I competition. A

JOHN P TAYLOR Ledger 8 Times photo
Calloway County High School seniors accepted a check earmarked
for Project Graduation from members of the Business and Professional Women recently. On hand were (from left) Melia Redden.
Jeanne Fleming, Antonia Dunn. Becky Kelso. Leah Darnell and
Faye Rogers.

MELODY PARKER
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This year, Parker won second
place in the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra's Young Artist Concerto
Competition. Last fall, she was the
state winner in the KMTA high
school piano competition. Additionally, she has performed at the
Beethoven Society competition in
Carbondale, Ill. She has studied
with Mason for 10 years.

WHITNEY PRICE
13-year-old seventh grader at Calloway County Middle School, she is
involved with chorus;chcerleaditig,
tennis, speech and gymnastics. She.
is secretary of the student council
and a member of the Coldwater
Church of. Christ_
Price- is a student of. Dorothy
Mason:
Nathan Hughes and Melody
Parker tied for first place in the
piano Level .III category.
--The son of Drs. Robert and
Joyce Hughes of Murray, Hughes is

JOHN P TAYLOR Ledger 8 Times photo
Pat Osborn (second from right) accepted a check on behalf of
Rape Victim Services from -members of the Business and Professional Women recently. On hand were from left) Faye
Rogers, Melia Redden. Osborn. and Jeanne Fleming.

-Robby'Hutchinson 'of Boonville,
-Ind., won the piano Level II competition, and Andrew Duncan of
was
Tenn.,
Hendersonville,
awarded an honorable mention at
Level Ill.
Other participants in the competition included:
, --Level 1 - Marquetta Harncd,
- Paducah; Andrew, Causcy and
Linda Cartier, Princeton; Kristen
Farmer, Murray; Erin Rogers, Fredonia; Christina Cox, Greensburg.
--Level II - Kali Atwell, Greensburg; Stacy Schroader, Murray:Casey Dierlam, Ind.; Chris Rodgers,
Newburgh, Ind.
--Level III - Jana Herndon, Murray; Eden See-wan Davis; Campbellsville. •
The judge for this year's competition was Marie Taylor, head of the
piano unit at Murray State. Dr.
Richard Scou of the. MSU piano
faculty coordinated the event.
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TODAY'S
SPECIAL NEEDS

Stop Smoking.

THE DAY

ADOPTION-PROGRAM

46
1-800-432-93
Haw,ResouRces.
.5
CABAL TWA

American Heart
Association

NATHA-N HUGHES .
JOHN P TAYLORLedger 8 Times photo
Kathie (;entry (right) accepted a check earmarked for Needline
from members of the Business and Professional Women recently.
On hand .were from left) Faye Wagers, Jeanne Fleming, Melia
Redden and Gentry.

Man shot by arrow

a 12-year-old seventh grader al
Murray Middle School. His interests include playing chess and basketball, swimming and participating in academic team events.
As a student of Mason's for eight
years, Hughes has won several
competitions sponsored by Murray
Slate,as well as the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association Baldwin
Piano Competition.
--The daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Sam Parker of Murray, Parker is a
15-year-old sophomore at Calloway
She is
County High School.
involved with the speech team and
University Church of Christ youth
group,and is a Westwood 4-H Club
teen leader.

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - A. said. "I've never seen anything
man who was shot through the
like it."
The arrows tip went 8 to 10
.skull with an arrow by a friend
inches into Roberts'. brain.
trying to knock a fuel can off his
r Rohiztls_
really__taupid"
ived_with _ no _ brain
head
damage.
said.
Surgeons removed the arrow
No charges were filed against
his friend.
from Anthony Roberts' head by
drilling a Jarger hole around the
tip at.the skull's back and pulling
it through.
Roberts, 25, was shot Satuiday
Convenience Now Otters
at the friend's home in Grants
of
Pass, about- 200 miles south
Portland.
Paraniedics saved his life by
Daily Monday - Friday
restraining him when he tried to
pull the arrow out himself in the
Ship Weekly & Save mone.%
UPS
helicopter on the way to Univer8
a.m.p.m.
9
Sal.
m-i
9
7
a.m.p.m.
Sun
p.m.
I-fs
Dr.
said.
sity Hospital in Piotland,
Htity 6.4l i.
743-23340
4)It topic Plaza
Johnny B. DelasEaw.
"If he had succeeded, the
flanges slicing through his brain
would have killed him instantly,"
said Delashaw. a neurosurgeon at
the hospital.
Roberts, an unemployed carpenter, lost his right eye.
At a hospital news conference
Tuesday, ,Roberts initially told
reporters he was walking through
a park when he heard a how fired, the-n- felt- the arrow hit.
Later..ht. told them his friend
-- was trying to -knock the- gallon - can off, his head as part of an
753-0489
initiation into a rafting and outdoor group called M1111111.1441 Men
Anonymous.
FISH • SEAFOOD- BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
Investigators said there was no
doubt the can story is true.
Roberts said he was drinking
Hwy. 121 North • 750-1244
with friends when the accident
rT1
Friday & Saturday
occurred.
You
Eat
All
Can
"I don't think that's 'a good
os
8
Ts.
oz.Ri
lab-Eye Steak
sad
initiation." he said. "I think a
Pond Raised hug would be better."
eighth Steaks
Cluil-e-s-°f-44,75
Roberts will he released horn
Texas Toast
hospital in a few (Lis.. dooms
said.
'
CA
Tom. Wad. & Thum. ftheriket & Sunda,
"II the arrow 11Jd been J Ind
Ham
Count,'
hmeter closer in ht v now, it
would has e sesetedmjpi,r Hood
vessels. and ‘1r koherts niuld
01111P18 • 000MS • HSiT
11AWNS • NOIMONVO
Nave died on the spot Delj%hav.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your

p
UPS Pick-Up

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
6i rkitiicy
ttpa

.4teTAFA..TIt\-

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

407
N. 12th. St.

753-1725

Murray

Come by for your
Mother's Day Gift
Fast Growing
Tree Lantana
Shade Trees su nsehit ne $
8-10'

19.95

-1•14

$3,75

Salmon
White
Purple

15% off
Fri. 5:30-7:30 p.m.
New Shipment

Garden
Benches

Cap Yews

4 ft.

18-24" $42.95

$49.95

$285
Hanaina Baskets
All Kinds

$4.25

I

Azaleas 990

Happy Hour

2-2V2'
Porn Poms
0„„-41...

34

Sunburst
Tangerine

Impatiens to Fushia

White Wisteria

....kb.' $3.15
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COMES ONE OF THE `GRWEST MONEY SAVING SALES EVER HELD IN THIS AREA
.

'.

STORE HAS
BEEN CLOSED
All day Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, and,Wednesday,
May 1st through May 5th, to mark down all prices engage and train extra help, - arrange and rearrange
stock. Everything in our store will be marked in plain
figures on sale tickets. Nothing will be left undone to
make this the greatest selling event in our entire
business life. MAKE PLANS TO BE HERE WHEN THE
DOORS OPEN THURSDAY MORNING AT 9:30 A.M.

-

Or,

GREAT $1,000,000
FURNITURE

DISPOSAL SALE

-

OUR GREATEST STOREWIDE SALE EVER! INCLUDING EVERY !Tag' IN 'EVERY DEPARTMENT
AT THE MOST DRASTIC AND SUBSTANTIAL PRICE CUTS OF OUR ENTIRE 65 YEARS
EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE REDUCED
AMERICA'S FINEST, MOST Don't miss our most important sale in 61 years.Everything SPECIAL STORE HOURS
In our store in all departments-Is marked down for quick
TRUSTED BRANDS
GREAT
sell-out for a short time only.Truly the chance of a lifetime
ALL ON SALE! ,
to save on fine quality home furniture and accessories at

Broyhill, Lane, Cochrane, Athens, Chromcraft, Stanley, Barcalounger, Sealy, Oriental
Accents, Winters, Art Master, Carolina Mirror, Designer Accents, Large Sculpture,
Rivercrest, Jasper, Harris Marcus

savings that will amaze you,coming as It does right in the
face of constantly rising prices and right at the start of the
season when this merchandise Is needed most. ANTICIPATE your needs now and for the years to come.Expect to
save Important money Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

AND MANY MORE!

Nothing reserved - nothing held back! COME, SEE, and
YOU BE THE JUDGE.

SALE
DAYS

TODAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

9:30 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

SALE BEGINS TODAY - THURSDAY, MAY 6TH, PROMPTLY 9:30 TO 8:00
TO $450.00

TO $1160.00

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS

SOFAS
One lot of sofas in the better
styles, covers,etc by the finer.:
makers Out they go Thursday,
whrie they last at

TO $249.00

$488

One lot of fine upholstered
chairs by excellent makers
Assorted colors Fine styles
Out they go Thursday, while
they last at

OCCASIONAL TABLES

s

One group of occasional tables,
assorted styles and finishes.
Good makers Out they go
Thursday, while they last at...

$88

HUNDREDS—HUNDREDS MORE UNADVERTISED BARGAINS ALL ON SALE!
ONE LARGE GROUP

TO $489.00

7 PC. DWG ROOM

RECLINERS
One lot of fine recliners in the $
most sought after styles, assorted colors. Out they go
Thursday, while they last at

231

By Broyhill, 7 piece dining
room, table w/1 leaf, 1 arm
chair, 5 side chairs Better
finish. Out it goes Thursday,
while it lasts at..

ACCESSORIES

To complement your home,
lots of unusual pieces The
most sought after, hand
picked by our decorators,
go Thursday at

$658

ALL $41,ES FINAL — NO REFUNDS — NO EXCHANGES

611%°"

NO PHONE OR FRS!

TO $100.00

3 PC. BEDROOM
$27 SUITE
TABLE LAMPS
$38

7 PC, SECTIONAL
By fine maker, 7 piece sec-

bonal in'the most sought after
style .Out it goes Thursday.
while it lasts at

$988

By Broyhill, 3 piece bedroom suite,
dresser with In view, beveled mirror,
6 drawer chest on chest, pineapple
Koster bed Out it goes Thursday.
while it lasts at...

One group of fine makers table
lamps in the finer styles, colors. They won't last long at

'1588

savings like these

HURRY! 1ST COME — 1ST SERVED! ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE! SOME ONE-OF-A-KIND!
TO

$37-roo

$1499.00

7 PC, DINING ROOM

NIGHT STANDS

TABLE FLOOR LAMPS

By fine maker, table *leaf,6 side chars

One <it ot better night stands Assorted
styles finishes Out they go at

$859.00 Datuxe

TO $14200

One lot of better table and floor lamps,
fine maker, nice selection Out they go

Good style, finish. Out it goes at

$2062.G0

FILE CABINET
Deluxe four drawer file cabinet
Accue glide drawers By fine maker,
Out it goes at

'748

$98

3 PC. BEDROOM

By fine maker, dresser velti fold mirror, 5
drawer chest, poster bed Out it goes at

$988

$58
'348
USE VISA-MASTERCARD-DISCOVER! FINANCING AVAILABLE 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
$1417.00

BARRISTER BOOKCASE

,c„,n-

By

better maker barrister book
•gh glass doors FIne
sf• 7,4,1 4oes Thursday while

AS,S

$388

SET
5 PC. DINETTE
SOFA anTOd $L66211 SEATS
888
.

By famous maker 5 piece dinette
set. table,4 chairs Excellent style
Hurry'Out it goes Thursday while
it lasts at

One lot or better sofa and love seat
sets in the fine covers assorted
styles Better makers Will go fast
Thursday while they last at

$
788

ALL ITEMS WILL BE SOLD ON A FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED BASIS! NO PHONE ORDERS!
TO $770.00

$1204.00

A,SOFA and CHAIII
sofa and chair
' n.dir Better sty* Out t
wr. tray last at

'a- X,S'
MU.
,

F
;

$58

RECLINERS
$31311

Oie 9,000 t),

the wanted co.o..

r

I 'a` ),,S

$679.00 42" WIDE

BUFFET and HUTCH
By famot.s maker 42" *de
buffet and hutch Soled oak

makers

OUt !hey

Fine finish Out it goes Thors

Wei.ls

y last at

day whole it lasts at

'338

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 9:30 A.M. 'TIL 8:00 P.M. - SATURDAY 9:30 A.M. TIL 5:00 P.M.

19.1

TO $1670.00

TO $1150.00

SOFAS

LOVE SEATS

Or,
WM,niseamilaswedi
WNW MAI 011104110 1111I,lipa
es mom Choi
vp Tulin
• aetda you WI ist

FURNITI'Ri, INC.
IN =Arm 3110 Stair?
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

One WI albedo. tove seas an to
alaaladstose and odors Ow fry
ou Thumb, ems thou wat at
$48

Volunteers
of Hospice
help many
Special deeds for friends who
are in need is what Murray Hospice volunteers do. Hospice volunteers give part of their time to
do a variety of duties helpful to
those who are terminally ill and
their
"Our volunteers are dependable
friends to Hospice families," said
Margaret Owens, Murray Hospice
volunteer coordinator. "We take
time getting to know these families and provide respite and support to them."
Owens noted that Hospice volunteers run errands for the families, spend time listening to caregivers, sitting with the ill person
and providing respite to
caregivers.
Some special Hospice volunteer training sessions are available for the public on May 18
and 25. The classes will be held
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the
third floor classroom in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital (MCCH).
The Murray Hospice progam is
coordinated by MCCH and is
funded by Medicare/Medicaid, as
well as by gifts and designated
contributions.
The upcoming classes will
train participants in how to help
meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of the
terminally ill and their families.
Topics covered will include Hospice . concepts and philosophy,
spiritual needs, pain management,
communication skills, AIDS, legal issues and grief and
bereavement.
Those attending the classes arc
encouraged to get involved as a
Hospice volunteer, if they feel
corhfortable after completing the
course. Murray Hospice welcomes new 'volunteers and is
proud of the work done by its
volunteer group.
"Hospice work has led me
down paths I would have never
travelled otherwise," said volunteer Joyce Nunnally. "The families I've worked with have
enriched my life. In letting me be
part of their lives during some of
their most vulnerable and difficult times, they've helped me
grow, learn and become a better
volunteer to other families."
Rospice's goal is to care for
the patient and family as a "unit
of care," providing' individuals
with personal dignity and quality
of life at home or in a home-like
setting.
"It takes an interdisciplinary
team to accomplish that goal,"
says John Dale, Chairman of the
Murray Hospice Advisory Committee. "The team consists of
several healthcare professionals
like doctors, nurses, therapists
and counselors as well as our volunteers and Hospice director.
Hospice care is guided by a plan
of care developed by this team in
conjunction with the patient and
family."
Persons wishing to register for
the classes on May 18 and 25
should call Hospice Director
Nancy Rose, RN, at 762-1389.
There is a SI5 registration fee,
which can be paid at the, first
meeting, to cover the cost -of
materials.
Nurses interested in attending
can earn 15 contact hours as part
of their continuing education
requirements. Nurses should
register by calling the MCCH
staff development office at
762-1248 or 1249.

Leaking luggage
gives evidence
to make arrest
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
A woman who investigators said
was stopped for questioning at
the airport because she fit the
profile Of a possible drug smuggler was arrested when liquid
PCP started owing from her
'luggage.
Police arrested the 19-year-old
Kansas City woman on Wednesday after recognizing thc concentrated mint odor.
Liquid PCP is highly corrosive
and explosive, said Acting Fire
Battalion Chief Sherwood Smith.
If the PCP had caked on the
plane on which the woman
arrived, passensers could have
auttdoscillakilie_fismes.dladeAlc-said.
Pan of the airport was closed
lor several hours and Bights wert

dictated abet the spilled ilsilutsso... hope iota away. -the
coolies Reee.
The meow who see.,eft
iatatedisiely chstget see held
overstobt.
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1989 Cadillac Brougham D'Elegance
Local, one owner, all power, leather, built-in
radar detector, plus more

Sale Price

10 900

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

igorgUN
4111.111be. —411111b
Members of the Calloway County Middle SchOol Math team have
won places in several contests in math this year. The volunteer
students spend many extra hours in practice with high level math
set up by the National Society of Engineers. The team won at•
Western Kentucky University and placed in the state contest at
Kentucky State University. Patrick Haney and Mike Wojociecowski advanced to the State Governors Cup Math Contest with wins
at the district and regional levels. The team also took top honors
at the Murray State Math Contest. In a final MSU contest the
team was third. The team reached it's highest level when out of
200 schools in the state the team finished at n•Umber three in the
state contest. The final contest for 7th and 8th graders W as at Austin Pea y University and the teams won a second in the 7th grade
contest and second in the 8th grade contest. Members of the Math
team with trophies are: (left to right, front), Laurie Witte, Thomas
Wilcox, Patrick Haney, Scott Kellie; (middle row), Shea Bryant.
Erica Stickler, Kenny Ernstberger, Robert Jasencko: and (hack)
Mike Wojociecowski. The coach is Bill Miller.

Commencement at
Murray State will
be for 859 students
A total of 859 students in the
spring class have applied for degrees to be awarded in the 70th
annual spring commencement exercises at Murray State University on
Saturday, May 8.
Among that number are 687 for
bachelor's degrees, 157 for master's
degrees and 15 for associate degrees. They represent 23 states and
11 foreign countries.
Also participating in the capand-gown ceremony will be 451
mid-year graduates as well as some
graduates from both the 1992 and
1993 summer classes since the
spring commencement will be the
only graduation exercise of the year.
Speakers for the 10 a.m. ceremony in Racer Arena will be John
Jason Hawkins of Dixon, and
Bethany Jane Hall of Murray, the
Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar, said the exact number
of graduates will be determined
when school officials have checked
each candidate to certify that all
graduation requirements have been
met.
Among the candidates for degrees from Calloway County in the
spring class are these:
Eddie Glen Adams, Melissa Lea Adams,
Phillip Lynn Adams, William C. Adams III,
Karen K. Alvey, Rick Alvey, Gail Annette
Bailey, Angela Carol Salentine. Lance G.
Balmer, Stefani Brinn Barnett, Dal L Barrett, R. Alan Bazzell, Kevin Dean Bennett,
Kimberly Anne Berry, llayna Sue Bowers,
Steven Owen Bowers, Martin Andrus Boyd,
Tina P. Bryant, Dewayne Valerie Underhill
Bucy, Carton E. Bumphis, Rebecca Dawn
Cain, Monica Lynn Major Capps, Christopher Lee Clark, Karen Coles, John Kevin
_Cooper, James Andrew Corbin, Steve Edward Cornelius, Roy Alan Cothran, Rebecca
L. Dailey, Wendy Dockins-Bowden,Melissa
Drake, Cathleen Futrell, Glenda S. Gallimore, LoEtts Gipson-Shelley, Allison Kathleen Goff, Rodney E. Graf, Alicia M.Graves,
Melissa A. Gray, Jennifer E. Great, Laura
Greer, Tracey L Grooms, Glenn Allen
Grubbs, Patrick Wayne Gumon, Bethany
Jane Hall, Susan Elaine Harmon, Bieece
Wayne Hayes,Carla Leigh Henry,Russell A.
Hetrick III, Khalil Lee Hohman. Brandi W.
Jackson. Steven R. Jones, Martha Ann Key,
John Allen Kind. Elizabeth Leigh Lanais,

April Kelly Lane, Damara Lynne Lanier,
Man Gwyn Liukfield,Juke L. Meadow',Paul
Gregory Mark Robert Wesley May. David
Allan Medium, Kelly B. l'ileDonald.
Robot McDougal. Cynthia Marie Mersin*,
Maria Mcl•od-Dnver. Kaman Dews Nipp,
Rachel Rause Oink lona David Oudona,
Cbstles Allen Pelmet DonsM L. Primnse.
Guy Orimini Pions. lobo Stacy hiss.
levies lwardes Priedies. Yvosool.Priielmos,
Kevin.Grime Raven. Pawl Lyles llobseriell,
Seven R. Rmalinfl, Sbasei Renee Role.
Imphen keen Samisens. lawn D
flostmoisr. &Max Panties Som. Woody
Albinism Seem Rash Ann Salk* Skim
km &op.Cameos* Rhin Spew Itansel
RIIRAINOSAIRSKAIRSIDIMILTigkr.
Itimmell Rises lbsimiesd R.I* H. 11Iy,
Jamas Osibsay Tipton. Tins *As Tiipp.
Swim Will. Was. &web J. Shim
14111111,111 Iamb Will., Tempe Lanlibeedep,
RelisT.Whew Kelly J. Wreak Aim'
ysis Yaps. Awe Mieslinei Yeami mel
llenue Rep anninlls

Catallaps tar Mewl Darer
tam Callaway Casa an:
MI home Wks.Imp NOM Pam.
•

Annazette McCane Fields, John R. Fitzgibbon, Margaret H. French, Rebecca Parker
Fn zzelI, David Edward Garrett. Jennifer. Lee
Harnson, Paul Douglas 'tickling, Charles
Robert Hiter, Daniel L. Hotline, Jeffery
Douglas Hyde, Richard Ivan Jobs, Daniel
Luther Jones, Virginia Lee Kern, Thomas
Patrick McF.Irath, Melaku Desalegne Mekonnen, Richard L. Melton, Jennifer Lee
Pace,lose Antonio Rosado Jr., William Gene
Sampson Jr., Barry 0. Simmons, Jay S.
Simmons, Linda Ann Stocum, Robert Michael Urban, Jaishankar Vaidyanathan, Albert aengwei•Yan, Jing-Sheng Yue, WeiQing Zhang and Yi Thou.

Candidates for Associate's Degrees from Calloway County arc:
Leslie Ann Banks, Heather DI Walston
and Bnan Linn Whybark.

Donna Herndon, director of the Family Resource Center at East
Elementary School, receives a $250 donation from David L. Harrington on behalf of the !Murray-Calloway County Optimist Club.
Anyone interested in learning more about services provided by the
Family Resource Center should contact Herndon at East Elementary, located on Hwy. 280 just off K. Hwy. 94 three miles east of
NI urray.

Salespeople. Jim Sutter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom,
Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

••••
"•••

•
Members of the Murray Vocational Center's licensed practical
nursing class took second place in parliamentary procedure at the
recent 15th annual state contention of the Kentucky. Association
of Health Occupations Students of America in Louisville. They
are: (from left, front) Melissa Duffy and Holly Walston; and.
(hack) Rene Thomas, Deborah Thorn, Vickie Dowdy and Lisa
Burger. Walston also placed third in the talent competition. Eleven students from Murray were accompanied by instructors Joyce
Morrison and :Shirley Robinson. More than 600 delegates attended
the convention.

Axel Gautier. 51. ol Venice.
Fla.. was killed Wednesday at the
Ringling Bros: and Barnum &
Bailey Circus elephant farm, circus -spokesman Rodney Huey
said.

on't Forget
the Pork!

Ribeye Steak
100% Pure,Ground Beef Patties
Field Hot Dogs
Country Smoked Bacon
Smoked Hag Jowl
Round Steak
Grogan Sausage Patties

4.99 lb
1.95 lb.
1.79
1.69 lb.
1.39 lb.
2.29 lb.
1.79 lb

* Memorial Day
4, Celebration
Register for $50 worth of meat to
be given away on Fri., May 28.

GIBS011 HAM

Trainer-performer dead after
being stepped on by an elephant
(iAINFSVILLE, Fla. (AP)
An elephant trainer and sixth generation circus -performer died
after one of the beasts stepped on
hint.

753-5315

107 N. 3rd St.

759-9785

6autier was alone with three
elephants when one knocked
.
,
ani
a:1. he was stepped himdowt on,
"We don't really know what
happened,'' he said. "He's worked with elephants all his life."
Gautier was a member of a circus family and had been with the
circus.for 35 years. His wife and
two adult sons also perform with
elephants.

Aren'tYou
Glad There's

11Focotri MOIR-kelt
"otzet
g.44,e

—Corredtion From 5/5 Ledger Ad—
Eckrictl Pickle Pimento Loaf,Jalpeno Loaf,
Old Fashion Loaf, Olive Loaf should have
read $2.89 lb.
753-4682

1407 Main St.

rDine Out

(With L714orn
Mom deserves a special meal out and what
better way to show her she's special than letting
us serve her lunch or dinner in a relaxing
atmosphere.

We will be open Mother's Day
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Please callfor reservations

ATTENTION
ALL CANDIDATES
Don't miss your opportunity to be
included in our special edition of

"Meet The Candidates"
to be published

Thursday, May 20th
**********
Call 753-1916 or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
for more information.

QUESIIONNIU112 AND ADVERTISING
SPACE
MAY 13TH.

DEADLINE Is

Mary Ann
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Fran Faith * Stuart Alm,*
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Seles certain of return to tennis
By STEVE WILSTEIN

r7,4.

AP.Sports Wrilsr

VAIL, Colo. — Resting among
the snow-covered Rockies, far
from the heat of the courts she
loves, Montca --Seles is not
embracing the role of victim.
There is no .anger, no bitterness, no _evidence of psychological trauma or depression from the
knifing that cut into two muscles
in her back, between her left
shoulder blade and her spine,
threatening her career and, very

point, let alone a game, a set or a
nearly, her life.
is evident in her atti"I'm quite happy I can play - match
tennis
Seles said Wed- tude toward 'recovery from the
nesday in her first interview since attack in Germany.
"1 feel fine, probably the best
the courtside subbing in Hamburg, Germany five days earlier. that I could," she said, talking of
"_It would have been.kind of.a _ enjoying her long walks_ in the
hard ending of My career at age valley in the - quiet interlude
19. I look at the positive side. It , between the ski season and the
happened and 1 just have to look summer crowds. "I'm getting
better day by day. I'm not lookat the next- step."
All the mental toughness that ing forward, getting impatient. 1
has gone into making her the No. just hope to have my arm back."
1 women's tennis player — her
A nervous little laugh -followed
absolute relusal to yield on any because, in truth, neither she nor

her doctor knows when or even if
her muscles, will heal properly.
At the moment, her golden left
arm, the one she used to wallop
some of the hardest serves in
women's tennis and win eight
Grand Slam titles and S7.4 inil•
lion, hung limp and immobile at
her side, too painful to move.

Richard Steadman, who heads a
team treating her here at the
Steadman Sports Medicine
Foundation.
"Those muscles should heal,"
Steadman said.."My anticipation
is that she will get back to- the
same level she was tkfote, but .1
can't give a guarantee."
When shp sat down, Seles
winced at the raw pain she felt
even from leaning back in the
chair, and she bolted forward and

The inch-long wound from the
slender butcher's knife is beginning to close, but has not been
stitched so that it can be cleaned
and dressed daily, said Dr. • TURN TO PAGE 13

MURRAY HIGH SPORTS
es

Tiger rackets slicing
up First Region foes
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Keller and No. 4 Joel -Johnson
won their matches 8-3 before No.
5 Damon Cohoon and No. 6
Jeremy Hunt posted 8-0 victories.
In doubles, Adkins returned to
team with Keller and the Tigers' •
No. 1 duo came away with an 8-4
victory. Cohoon-Johnson won
their No.. 2 doubles match 8-3
and Hornback-Hunt ivon -8-1 at
No. ,3.
Meanwhile, the Murray High
girls continued their steady
improvement Wednesday, knocking. off St. Mary 7-2.
Caroline Trawick led the Lady .
Tiger assault, posting an 8-0 victory over Betsy Payne at No. 1
singles: Poppy Hogsed was
upended at No. 2 singles, but

Murray High's tennis teams
continued their winning ways,
while the Tiger softball team split
with Fulton County and the baseball team lost a close one at Marshall County
. _ in
- Wednesday's
spring sports action:
• • • •
TENNIS
Murray High's boys are looking for a stiff challenge before
the regional tournament, and
though they'll get one today
when they host Paducah Tilgh_man, they went, untested in Wednesday's 8-1 win over St. Mary
at the Murray Country Club.
Tiger top seed Russ Adkinc
was even at one set apiece before • TURN TO PAGE 13
retiring in the third set. Adkins.
last the first set 3-6, but rallied
Murray .High junior Brent
for a 6-0 win in the second. The
Keller Stretches to make a
match was the Vikings only win.
return in his singles victory
Michael Hornback, the Tigers'
Wednesday.
No. 2 seed, dispatched St. Mary's
Ryan Payne
No. 3-13, rent

Biggio leads Houston hitting
in 9-4 victory over Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Craig Biggio is comfortable and his Houston
Astros teammates arc confident after completing a telling portion of
their season.
Biggio went 4 for 4 with a home run to lead the Astros to a 6-3
victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on Wednesday night. The
Astros concluded a 26-game season-opening stretch against Eastern
Division teams with a 16-10 mark and improved to 9-4 on the road.
"We've got to be feeling really good right now," Astros manager Art Howe said. "In the past, it seems like we've always had a
losing record against the East. For the first time, we've got a winning record and -its something we can build on."
After losing three straight against Phiradelphia to open the season, the Astros are 16-7 and have-not-lost-a series since. -They've
won six series and split three and are one game behind first-place
San Francisco in the NL West.
Biggio was batting .159 on April 18, but he's now at .304. He
has a six-game hitting streak in which he's batted .619 (13 for 21),
and has hit .42.3 (22 for 52) in his last 14 games.
"I feel comfortable in the batter's box and I'm seeing the ball
well," Biggio said. "I'm hitting the ball where it's pitched and I'm
using the whole field."
Ken Caminiti also homered and singled in Houston's 12-hit
attack.
Astros starter Mark Portugal (3-2) allowed three hits and one
earned run through five innings, but tired in the sixth when he
walked a batter and surrendered two more hits and a run.
"All of a sudden that St. Louis humidity got to me," Portugal
said. "It's the first time I've pitched in humidity this year and it
can zap you pretty quick."
•
Xavier Hernandez stopped a potential rally in the sixth and
pitched a scoreless seventh and eighth and ,Doug Jones worked the
ninth for his filth save.
Donovan Osborne (1-1) remained winless in five starts after winning his first game of the scasoh. He allowed five hits and two
4
earned ,runs in 4 2-1 innings.

Fab 5's Webber
leaves Michigan
for NBA draft
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— Chris Webber has no
doubts about his decision to
give up his final two years of
eligibility at Michigan to play
in the NBA. That doesn't
mean he won't have any
regrets.
"1 don't want to leave," the
All-American said Wednesday
after a news conference to
announce his decision to enter
the NBA draft. "If I started to
think about how much fun I've
had, it would be too tough for
me.
"So I'm just not going to
think about it."
Webber led the Wolverines
to the NCAA championship
game as a freshman and
sophomore, losing to Duke
and North Carolina, respectively. He may be remembered
more for his calling for a timeout Michigan didn't have with
11 seconds to play and the
Wolverines down two points
to North Carolina. The Tar
Heels made four free throws
and finished with a 77-71
victory.
Webber was a part of the
Fab Five recruiting class con-sidered-one of the best ht college basketball Jhistory. He
came to Michigan along with
Jalen Rose, Jimmy King,
Juwan Howard and Ray
Jackson..
Philadelphia 76crs general
manager Jimmy Lynam said
Wednesday he has no doubt
that Webber is ready for the
NBA.
"
:
Sure he's 'ready," Lynam
said. "What he does he does
as well or better than any other_
college player."
The money, was "a big
part" of his decision, Webber
said, but more important was
his feeling that he Was ready
to play in the NBA.

Charlotte victory ushers out McHale era
game.
And it was McHale screaming
at the referees over a disputed
call as time finally ran outon his
final season with the Celtics.
"All good things must come to
an end," a wistful McHale said
after announcing his retirement at
midcourt.
really wanted to
play one more game at the Boston Garden. But it _wasn't meant
_
to be.

Farrier called it quits after a
career that brought him numerous
team and personal accolades.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. -- Kevin
McHale teamed with Larry
McHale wanted to bow out after
Bird, Robert Parish and Dennis
13 seasons in the NBA as a batJohnson to capture three NBA
tered but victorious warrior on
titles in the 1980s. McHale playthe famous parquet floor of the
ed in seven All-Star games after
Boston Garden.
being picked by Boston in the
He didn't get his wish. The
first round of the draft in 1980
Celtics were knocked out of the
out of Minnesota.
playoffs by the Charlotte Hornets
"People always ask me what it
in a 104-103 thriller Wednesday
"It was nice tO---go out-that- - felt like_ba play second fiddle to
night. The Hornets won the firstway" McHale said after he Larry Bird," he said. "I say it's
round series three games to one. scored 19 points and grabbed six
still a pretty mean second fiddle,
But a weary McHale was leadbecause he was the best."
rebounds. "If I could generate
ing his team right to the end, the same energy I'vd had in the
Playing 33 minutes, McHale
helping Boston make up a
last few games, I'd play another - showed the Hornets and the sell'19-point deficit to take a 1-point - year. But the tank's empty."
out crowd why he is regarded as
lead in the final minute of the
The 6-foot-10 future Hall of one of the best low-post forwards
By PAUL NOWELL

AP Sports Writer

to play the game. He hit eight of
14 field goals for 19 points and
grabbed six rebounds. And with
the game on the line with 0.4 seconds left, Boston coach Chris
Ford had McHalc inbound the
ball.
With the Celtics trailing by one
point, the lanky McHale passed
right to a leaping Dec Brown
under the basket. Brown got a
hand on the ball, but he was
unable to put it in. McHale and
the rest of the Celtics thought
Hornets guard Kendall Gill -was
guilty of goaltending.
McHale screamed at the referees and collapsed to the floor
when the call went the other way.

or.*

A.1 GUTTERS
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Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
Commercial & Residential ,
— Vinyl Siding

EARN
6.20e4
1,1.X•DI.FERRE 11 .1\ Nl 111
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FARM
BUREAU

—Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee'

11

Staff Report
Murray Ledger II Times

The diamond was kind to the
boys of Calloway County High
School Wecrncsday, but unkind
to their female classmates.
• • • •
BASEBALL
Jason Greces final at bat in
Savannah. Tcnn. Saturday paid
dividends for the Lakers in their
3-0 victory over
-FoiileiDiStrict
rival Mayfield Wednesday.
Greer, who had been snuggling at the dish, ripped a home
run in the Lakers' loss at Hardin County in the final game of a
weekend trip to Tennessee and

Mississippi. That shot of confidence was evident against Mayfield as his two-run double in
the second inning proved to be
the difference.
After doubling home the first
and second runs of the game,
Greer scored the game's final
run on an error.
Sophomore hurler Jay Paul
Herndon picked up the vart,
allowing just three hits, striking
oui t-even I'M walking two.
Junior Tim McGrew_came on in
the seventh to earn the save.
Calloway, now 9-14-1, is in
position 10 force a three-way t*
with the Cardinals and Marshall
County with a won today over

the Marshals at home.
In the second game, Marti
• • • •
McClard went 3-for-3 with
SOFTBALL
three doubles, but the Lady
Calloway's Lady Laker softLakers fell 11-8.
ball team continues its search ,
Calloway exploded for five
for consistency, but it keeps
runs
in the third, but committed
coming up empty.
three
errors in the bottom of the
Dropping to,7-13 on the seainning
to allow Fulton to plate
son, the Lady Lakers were
eight
runs.
Calloway then lelt
swept in a pair of games at Fulthe
bases
loaded
in the filth to
ton City Wednesday.
add
to
the
misery.
Fulton jumped out to a 9-0
kad- in the first game before
Linda Stubblefield hit J
Calloway _scored__Iour__An_the_ _bewity.40,-tior-Lady-takers and
fifth to make the final score
.Ashlee Tamer added a double
9-4 Ruth Ann Ferguson picked
and %Ingle.
up two singles and Kadossit
Randolph doubled for
Calltmay plass at Marshall
Calloway
County today

1MItt-llotmt and Computer

'
11. •

CALL
7534020

Greer's clutch double lifts Lakers past Cards
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SCOREBOARD

Actions & Reactions

.
v
•
c

Jane Rogers Ins.

MSU SUMMER BASEBALL CAMP
Applications are now being accepted for all three sessions of the Murray State University Summer Baseball Clinic, which be9ins June 7 and is
being coordinated by MSU assistant coach Mike Thieke.
The first session concludes June 11 ands is for youths age 8 through
12. The second session runs June 14-18 and is for youths age 13 through
17. Each session begins at 9 in the morning, lasting until 4 in the afternoon and emphasizing skills development in hitting, baserunning, infield
and outfield play and throwing.
The clinic concludes June 21-23 with a pitching and catching session
for youths age 13-17. This session begins at 9 irj the morning and runs
until noon.
MSU graduate assistant Bobby Schoen ,and Calloway County High
School coach Eddie Morris will join Thieke as clinic instructors. Sessions
one and two cost $90 apiece and session three costs $35.
The deadline for..regatering is May 21 and early registration is sugge_sled, as enrollment is limited to 125 participants per session. Further
information is available by calling 742-4802 or 762-6184.
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MAJOR LEAGUES

NBA PLAYOFFS

All Times COT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
1311
Dania'
16
10
615
Bost on
16
11
503
.Nevr York
11
15
577
Toronto
II
519
13
Cieveland
444 4i,
12 15
tl
Milwaukee
14
440
Baltimore
10
15
400 5'4
Skeet Christen
W
L Pet. GB
Caelostra14
10
553
Chcago
15
11
577
Team,
it
15
577
13 14
Seattle
481
2
it
Minnesota
423 4
15
II
Kansas City
16
407 4
Oakland
8
15
348
Sy
Thu rsday's Gamma
Oakland le Wm I I, at Boston (Clemens 4-1i
11 05 pm
CaVornia 'Sanderson 3 11 at Ni* York (M WIt
1.o, 1130 pm
Seattle 'Johnson 3 21 al Cleveland Mesa 2-11
12 35 pm
Baltimore 'McDonald 2-21 at Toronto
635 pm
Only games scheduled

Pct.
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•Seles certain...
}
changeover) to put the towel on
FROM ?AGE 12
and concentrate and all I felt was,
,whew, something in my back.
shifted position.
"I automatically went forward.
A moment later she smiled and
because I knew something went
spoke evenly about her ordeal. in. I saw blood coming out. Then
expressing a sublime acceptance
I turned back and saw a guy with
of her situation, though she wora knife. I didn't know what was
ried about flashbacks in the
going on, how had it was. 1 was
future. and the security_of _ all. luck-y-my---brother- - was -there. 14e
athletes.
kind of helped me to keep calm."
She said she didn't remember
Selcs said she was drugged and
seeing .her German assailant
in a drowsy state .for the next 2/
1
2
' before, and hasn't watched the
days in Hamburg University HOs-'
videotape of the attack. But she's
pital., not dude focusing on what
since heard that he might have
happened or how much more serbeen stalking her for a long lime. i-oils-it might-have been.-Graf vis"All I've seen of his face is
ited her the next day, feeling
just this one second when I felt
upset that she was the obsession
his knife going up," she said.
of the attacker and that it was a
Seles recalled her thoughts German compatriot who did it in
after the knifing by the man who their homeland.
"When Stall came-, it was
told -police he was an avid. fan of
really an emotional thing, 1 think
Steffi Graf and couldn't tolerate
for both of us," Seles said.
seeing Seles as No. I.
''l was down 3-love in the set "Both of us were crying because
we couldn't hold back. It's ver.
(- to Maggie Malceva) and 1 came
verA difback 4-3, and I just told myself to difficult for me, and
ficult for. her, too. But she was
concentrate and try to break and
very supportive, and I think all
finish the match," Seles said. "I
the players were."
just leaned forward (on the

•N

All Times CDT
Waidnoedey, Nay S
Charlotte 104 Boston 103 Charlotte sans sins
3-1
San Antonio 107 Portland 101 San Antonio Wads

eZ
01,
01
\
X

19
7
•
15 I12
15
12
13
13
13
13
12
IS
16
9

swot ois4slos

Pct.
GB
731 556 4
556
500 6
SOO 6
444
7.
360

9,

W
L
Pet_
GB
San Franosco
18
10 .643 Houston
16
615
10
1 •
Atlanta
4',
483
15
14
II
15
423 6
San Diego
11
407 6
Los Angeles
16
Cincinnat,
10
16
385
7
Colorado
10
16
385 7
Thuredsy. Gamma "
Cincinnati iBelchor 1-31,ai Houston_ (Drabok 331
25e,
"
'mania Smolt: 2 31 at Colorado iNied 3-2i 805
rn
T'r gd,,PS ¶ ,
OCIU Wad

Utah at Seethe
, t2u;
"
d
0611
1;m611 li
rwakkah
LA Clippers at Hanlon TBA
Sunday, Noy
Indiana al New York TBA .1 necessary
New Jersey at Cleveland TBA it necessary
LA lames at Phoenix TBA if nocossary
San Antonio al Portland TBA it nocirsury

B

DIVISOON FINALS
Wsdnooday, May S
Si Lours 2. TorOnto I. 201. serum led 1-1
Los Angeles 6, Vancouver 3. sense led 1
Thursday. May 6
•Pittsburgh at NY Islamism 630 pm
Montreal an Buffalo 6 30 p m
Friday. Msy 7
Toronto at Si Louis. 630 pm
Vancouver at Los Angeles 9 30 p m
Saturday, May
Pittsburgh at N V
630 pm
Montreal at Buffalo. 6 30 pm
Sunday, Mey 11
Toronto at Si Lours 12 pin
Vancouvor at Los Angeles 7 pm
Monday, Nay 10
NV Islanders at Pinsburgh 630 pm
Montreal,
&Maio at
630 pm if necessary
Turbidity, May IT -St Louis at Toronto 630 pm
Los Angels. at Vancouver 930 pm

islanders.

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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••••

11:30 - 1:30
$6.95 Adults • $4.95 Children

Under 13

Children Under 3 Free

- FRIDAY

-

Dinner Settings Now For 6 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Reservations Suggested

TEMPTATIOV
Restaurant & Catering
Private Parties
102 South 6th • Murray • 753-8116

Superman Comics
Are Back!
On Sale Now!

went 3-fose4 with three RBI to
lead the Lady Tigers to a 12-7
win in the first game of Wednesday's- doubleheader with Fulton'
County at the Murray City Park.
Paync's haws loaded double
was the difference in the first
game, along with the defense of
Shannon Williams, Jill Miller and
Stacey Boyd.
In the second game. Fulton
"picked up five runs . in the third
and fifth innings to Like a 10-3
decision.
For the afternoon, Lady Tiger
Vicki Roland collected four hits
and Williams, Miller and Amanda Hancline had three.

-
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.Fleer Ultra II Basketball

41-.!
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•Tiger rackets...
FROM PAGE 12
teammates Emma Shaw and Bonnie Turner rallied at NO. 3 and
No. 4 for 8-3 and 8-2 Lady Tiger
victories. Leigh Ann Yates
picked up the Lady Tigers' final
singles win, an 8-5 victory at No.
6.
In doubles, Trawick-Hogsed
started a- Murray sweep of the
doubles with an 8-3 win at No. 1.
Turner-Shaw won their No. 2
doubles match 8-1 and Kim
Alexander-Leigh Haverstock won
8-6 at No. 3.
• • • •
•
SOFTBALL
Murray High's Bonnie Payne

4

V
.2
.2
.2

Shrubs,
Ground
Covers

Wholesale & Retell
Open 7 Days A Week 8 a m ,p m
4 Milos oast of Draffenvillo. Jet. of 66 & 963, Moors camp Rd.

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS
Philactelpn.a
Mon trea'
Si 1.0u.S
Clucago
,
1 11tSturg0
F Fonda
New York

Burning Bushes

Hostas,
Perennials
and Roses

'n"
Ckivel
2a1nd 93 New Jersey 84 Cleveland leads
semis 2-1
LA Clippers 93 Houston 90 semis hod 2 2
Thursday, May 6
Nevi York at Indiana 7 pm
Seattle at Utah. 8 p m
Phoshi at LA Laker' 930 pr
Friday, May 7
Cleveland at New Jersey 6 p m
Portland at San Antonio 830 pm

iBrow 0-1)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

4,,,4
le,
X

i,e7
Large Selection
9:4
of Bedding
Y.
Roses,
Plants,.
4

Weeping
Cherry,
Bradford Pear,
Red Maple &
Dogwood

01
X

•

-A

' -

Ls •

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

V
.
4

i
!

'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
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Murray High is now 3-10 and
splays at Fulton City today.
• • • •
BASEBALL
Only a squeeze hunt in the
eighth inning kept the Murray
High Tigers from knocking off
the First Region's top team.
Marshall County's Kevin Driver, who led off the eighth with a
double and advanced to third on a
pass ball, scored on a squeeze
play by teammate Kevin Rudd to
give the Marshals a 1-0 win
Wednesday in Draffenville.
Driver and Rudd ruined a fine

pitching performance by Mut,
ray's Robert Weatherly. The
_sophomore 'hurler struck_ out
seven hitters and allowed just
three hits in four innings-a-work.
Senior Jon Reid relieved in the
fifth and took the loss despite
three scoreless innings.
Murray, now 7-8, had four hits
off of Marshall starter Trevor
Parker, who went the distance.
Marshall, which travels to Calloway today, is now 12-2.

SPY/MG
S/l/f-

pk.

Upperdeck II Basketball Hobby

$
$2315

Fleer Ultra Baseball

$1.75 pk.

Stadium Club Baseball

$2.25 pk.

We carry a large assortment of comics and
" comic cards.
Stor• Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 am.-7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sun. 12 p.m.-5 p.m.

Storey's Sport Stop
502 Maple

Buy-Sell-Trade

759-1214

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

Valvoline.
INDY WINNER SALE

Special
Price

2.4OREBATE

Reg. Price 599

Als/krairio'

12 COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM
T-185
T-186
1-187
T-188
T-189
T-190

White
Black
Dark Blue
Silver/Grey
Red
Tan/Gold

T-191
T-192
T-193
1-194
1-195
T-196

1111.1101111/anor
MO.MINgm /LW

MI,

•*OW,

Me SIM

MOM,

"

Light Blue
Maroon
Green
Brown
Silver
Yellow

oba
X
PEIVt/ WHO KJICIIV
11.
9t VM.V03ir

Check Thru out
the store for
l'n•dvert tsed Sue, Isl.

NAPA POWER

AND

60 MONTH BATTERY

F met to win • trip
for lour III to the
94441 IndldnapolK
INN)(ASH
4
iisetHrefarar
iy"

I

,1‘.11.(NM:\1\

\

\ N\

COME IN AND REGISTER TO WIN!
MAT PAINT
C`Wies 1MM Nes NI Peits
pa Oh. fm,
se Ear we we we sr

For r viva*

a

ratim I

111111111AU

jte
IN ow
1111.11111M molt

kik.go.

A,,tk Litt\ I With \ii 1rt:.111 I I.
\t‘t 411C11's I IC.11111
ke•
42,`06.1iN Appiellt“kilf S
120 WO, W.1111111, M.1%11s11.
'
'
2 247- NIA

iskrenew

q.

$299

$179

4

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

At WS Vow Always ON Mat Vaa Pay Foe
SW Ilan why woo pul our RIM Sr

01% WiSi MICTII % I •‘1%1 i It I
:

Murray Into Parts
ISM II 111111111$011

NURSE MIDWIVES SPECIALIZING IN
OBSTETRICS & OTHER WOMEN'S SERVICES

MAIN

1NAPAI

agt,or..isoaroni mgrs.

I) 10 Om.in:!4- .:11

.

•

•
-lat.-4.7 •-r4-z,
.

1.

•
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

Elect

* EDDIE STONE
For Sheriff
Your Sheriff I Will Strive To:
• Be available 24 hour..day;7days a week
* • Hire qualified & professional deputies
* • Make. prompt & courteous response to an
calls
* • Isipkment new drug education programs
for oar youth
Thask You for your support!
* Ai

•

* P.4
• *

Cloadayj. RA.?rem
*

*

*

Mr

I W.M.47
*

*

CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF

Calendart

MOVIDIND

*

*

*

IPUSINIMS COUNCIL POE THE ANTS
Marray/Calowy County Chomba of Camarrce

Through May 6
Art Exhibit — Annual student show, free at the Clara
. M. Eagle Gallery. Reception
and awards ceremony: April
16 at 7 p.m.
May 9
Concert — Preparatory
Strings Ensemble, free at 2
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
May 10-29
Exhibition — La Verne Smith
Turner, free, Murray Art
Guild, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday at 103 N. Sixth Street

-11ESunday
'hay 9

NOW SHOWING
Exhibit — Parker Barbershop donated by Dr. William
J. Colburn includes shaving
mugs and accessories
donated by Danny Harrison
and Tom Jones, free at
Wrathcr Museum.

Call l'or
Reservations
The entire Brass Lantern menu will be offered at noon a,s
well as in the evening. The Brass Lantern is famous for its
fine ft)od, rustic-elegant decor. and Carol's sterling silver
jewelry. fashion watches and a "world" ofgifts for Mom.
(select that special Mother's Day gift before or after dining)

Open at 5pm
•

•

Wednesday thru Sunday (open nightly in Summer)
On Huy 68 in Aurora. Kentucky

+
-•
•
•
/

1-474-2773
et
er
.

-

WEEKLY
Painting Sessions — Held at
the Murray Art Guild, 103 N.
6th St., from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays; 6 p.m to 9 p.m.
Thursday:' visitors welcome.

m Saturdays. rtserre for 10 or mon

Ann Crumb, as Maggie, and Randall Denman, as Brick, perform a scene from the Tennessee Repertory
Theatre's production of the Tennessee Williams classic, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, which runs May 13
through May 29 In the Polk Theater of the Tennesse Performing Arts Center In Nashville

Turner named featured
artist at Murray Guild

Friday B Saturday, May 7th 6 8th

The Murray Art Guild is happy to announce its Ma. show, ftaturing La Varne Smith Turner of Waverly, Tenn.
Turners received her bachelor of arts degree in art education from
Murray State University and her master•of arts in painting and ceramics from Peabody-Vanderbilt in Nashville.
She is retired from teaching art in the Waverly, Tenn. school system. In 1993 she opened a studio at her home, where her subjects
include flowers, landscapes and portraits.
Turner has participated in numerous invitational shows, including
those at Bethel College, Austin Peay State University and The Parthenon in Nashville. Her most recent solo exhibition was arCheckwood
Botanical Garden and Fine Arts Center in.- Nashville in 1992.
The show at the Murray Art Guild opens May 10. The reception for
the artist will be May 16 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m: The show may also be .
viewed each Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday between-the hours of 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. The show will close May 29.

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Pork
Ribs
&

Halves $4
- Also Pork loin Sandwiches '2' each
Whole $8

La Verne Smith Turner Is the featured artist in May for the Murray Art
Guild. Her work will be on display May 10 through May 29.

a
r*
AREUSE THE

NEWS...%

NI*RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER. NOOF

All Proceeds Donated to the
First Christian Church
Youth Group.

989 Per Mo.
1993 Toyota Tercel DX
Automatic •sr, I.AM/114 'terve eastern,
thantal clock, itormattent wiper.. dual
ra•r

641 South - Murray

-44141114•410••••••...
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Partnership may help county
A new partnership between the
University of Kentucky and the
Tennessee Valley Authority will
help Calloway County manufac:.
turing businesses adopt new technologies and achieve a competitive edge.
Employee job security, higher
product quality and lower manufacturing costs are among the
benefits the UK/TVA Manufacturing Competitiveness Partnership is expected to bring to local
businesses.
"Small- and medium-sized
manufacturers furnish more jobs
in our economy than any other
area," said Wiliam Kennoy,
member of the TVA board of
directors. "We're in a global economy, and every bit of competitive help we can give our small
manufacturers is extremely
Important."
Operating from an office at
Paducah Community College, the
program will draw upon the
expertise of both the TVA and
UK's Center for Robotics and
Manufacturing Systems.
TVA has traditional strengths
-in--areas such - as energy management, environmental engineering,
market research, and transportation rate and route analysis. UK
brings -to the partnership technological expertise in using computers and high technology to
improve the manufacturing
process.
The goal will be to transfer this
expertise to the "factory floor" of
local industries. Engineers will

work with each company to
determine how it "tan become
more competitive by adopting
new technology, developing new
peoducts or improving existing
ones, and making full use of the
skills of its 'employees.
"The more competitive the
manufacturers are, the more jobs
they'll create for our economy,"
Kennoy 'said.

The program will serve industries in 21 counties in western
Kentucky and work closely with
local officials, economic development personnel, and TVA power
providers in the area.
To find out more about the services the Manufacturing Competitiveness_ Partnership can pro-vide, call (502) 554-6303 or
6296.

Twelve Murray State University students have been awarded the Harry Lee Waterlield Govern-men tal Studies Scholarship for the 1993-94 academic year at Murray State Unviersity. Harry Lee aier field II, front left, announced the winners of the scholarships given in memory of his father at the
annual Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture in Public Affairs. The scholarships are avi a rded
toltudents majoring in political science or criminal justice. Receiving the scholarships were. front
from left, Shannon Barnhill, Mary Brisendine, Aretha Austin, Ronnie Chore!), Lori Ann Duncan.
Kimberly Searcy, Rebecca Prince, Brian Van horn, Michael Alvey, Eric Gibson. Bryan Hawkins and
Dr. Gene Garfield, chairman of the department. Not pictured is Lori Webb.

<7 We are proud to use (7D
recycled newsprint.

TVA director William H. kennoy meets w it h John Walker and .
Juanita Graves of the UK Conker:for Robotics and Manufacturing
Systems. Together, the two organizations will help local industries
become more competitile.
* * * Fleming - Benton & Paducah ***

Fleming - Benton & Paducah ***

Fleming - Benton & Paducah

***

Fleming - Benton & P

PRESENTS
rumnia FURNITURE
Not One Penny Down

Diarrhea misery
may be helped

*
* Not One Penny In Interest
* Not One Penny In Payments

BOSTON (AP) — Scientists
have at last identified a microbe
first spotted eight years, ago that
can cause a month of diarrhea
misery.
Since it came to doctors' attention in Peru, they have found that
it afflicts people on every continent but Africa and Antarctica,
causing what - is described as
-explosive watery diarrhea" that
typically lasts one to Mk'weeks.
The Still-unnamed bug was
found to be aform of protozoa of
the coccidian genus cyclospora,
doctors said in today's New England Journal of Medicine.
Cousins of this microbe are a
.major problem among chickens
and other farm animals, but this is the first time that it has been
found in humans.
Researchers speculate the
microbe has always been around
but escaped detection.
It is not known how humans
contract it. Nor is it known how
common the illness is, said Dr.
Charles R. Sterling of the University of Arizona, one of the
researchers who identified the
microbe.
The disease eventually runs its
course, and no drugs ate known
that can speed recovery,

FOR ONE FULL YEAR

STOREWIDE
SAVINGS ON
BEDROOM, DINING ROOM,LIVING ROOM,
ENTERTAINMENT UNITS, CURIOS & DESKS,
MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS,
RECLINERS,ORIENTAL & AREA RUGS.
"ACCESSORIES, PATIO FURNITURE, TV'S
•
VCR'S, APPLIANCES

NOTHING HELD BACK!

Five teen-agers
rape and abuse
retarded woman
STATESVILLE, N.C. (AP) —
Five teen-agers raped and sexually abused A 19-year-old retarded
woman, and videotaped themselves in the act, police said.
Lucas Reid, 16, and Michael
Hardy, Justin Baggarley,
Jonathan Horn and Darren Lee
Beaver, all 18, were charged with
rape and sexual offense.
They were accused of having
sex with the woman on four
occasions- and penetrating her
with a plunger and a candlestick.
They faced a hearing today to
determine whether they should
stand trial.
Investigators said the woman
clid not understand she had the
right to say no.
Sheriff Clyde Lloyd said the
_ evidence_ _includes. the videotape.
Investigators have sought
advice - from authorities in New
Jersey, where four young men in
Glen Ridge were convicted last
month in a case in which a
retarded 17-year--old was penetrated with a bat and a broom
handle.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

p
.

- Get Your Best Price & Pay:

Your

Broyhill
Shopping
Center of
the South

• Not One Penny in payments for 1 YEAR
• Not One Penny down ever
• Not One Penny in interest for 1 YEAR
n S!OC f,jrn,ture, accessories. TVs. VCRs & appliances Alfer does not apply to prOviOus
▪ C r:
ca C

:Kose of $499 and vnur r,-Inoroved c•ed'
:
deposit on all special orders with a minimurn ouri

;
)
- Saturday 9:00 - 5 00 - Fridays Till 8 00
Store Hours: Mondaz

In Home Design Assistance
Available

I T
Lf. ui N
O,visOQI Kisli•y Wiggins Funth111116
4111/

11;1

•

AI!

4111.•

•

••••••••••row.410,

Poducoh, Ky • 451 S. 16th
442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
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B•ntoi%Ity.•365 N Main
527-3481 • 1-800-589-6224
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
.....Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
,
Thursday 3
,1.NNOI.
010
020
025
030
I440
050

b:MEN 1 S
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

FAIRMElts

.060
070

Help Wanted
.Domeetic
a Childcare
.......

090
100 ....

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

110 .

Instruction

410 •
540

Legal
Notice

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

...For Trade

560..Free Column
570

010

010

230
250
290
530

Public Sale

Wanted

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims against these estates
should befiled with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Natashia
Shoemaker, Route 04 Box
-755, Murray,KY 42071
Minor Child, Terry
Shoemaker and Jo Ann
Shoemaker, Route *4
Box 755, Murray, KY
42071
Guardians,
Appt. 04-21-93, Robert
0. Miller, 201 South
Fifth St., Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.
Louie H. Hopkins,
205 North Thirteenth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Deceased,
Hafford
Adams Jr., Route *7
Box 814, Murray, KY
42071 Executor, Appt.
0421-93, Sid Easley,
• 204 South Sixth -St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
• Kellie Ann Williams,
102 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Deborah S.
Williams, 102 South
Sixth St.,. Murray, KY
42071 Administratrix
Appt. 04-21-93, Richard W. Jones, 105
North Sixth St., Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Mary Witherspoon,
Henry County, TenDeceased,
nessee,
Jimmy Witherspoon,
Route *2 Box 421-B,
Big Sandy, TN 38221
Ancillary Admi nistra tor, Appt. 04-21-93, M.
Ronald Christopher,
118 South Fifth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Zena Estelle Grogan, Route *4 Box 109,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Guthrie I. Grbgan, Route *4 Box 109,
Murray, KY 42071 Executor, Appt. 04-28-93.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

HE Al. ESTATE RENTAL

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

1 BANSPORIAIION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Care
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

280

Mobile Horne. For Rent

270

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

CLASSIFIEDS
O.

6-=
(c- //(ie tYKAr:ihke
Calloway County
Judge Executive
Christian, Honest, Capable
Common Sense
Change for the Setter
Pad for * Wawa los Vial* 101 & 1211‘ tiorroy, Is

365....

For Sale Or

LINIa•

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

....... Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale
050

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
PAUL
REDDEN

LEGAL NOTICE
. A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
William R. Kopperud,
Executor, of the estate
of Alvin Kopperud, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. May
12th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Mc Donald's
'
111
IT

Now Hiring!!
Full & part time
shift available.
Must be willing
to work
weekends.
Apply in person
at McDonalds,
Murray.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
SWEDISH GIRL 17, anxiously awaiting host family
Enjoys sports, music Other
Scandinavian, European
high school students arriving August Call Elizabeth
(312) 262-7007 or
1-800-SIBLING
TUPPERWARE To buy or
sell Call Christina Newport (901) 498-8687 Puryear, TN

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
k4edicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For tree information

WANT to lose a little weight
or alot. Try First Place a
Ghrtst Centered 'Health
Program For more information call 753-5400 or
436-2657

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &
Accessories

'free ocal clam service'

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

The Panhandler

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
050
gyros Open all year at
Lost
"
5pm Closed Mon and
And Found
474-8119,
:Tyes
1-800-649-3804
LOST Pear shaped blue
FOR AVON'S "ANEW- and topaz ring in JCPenney,
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil Murray If found, call
Avon Service Call 753-1573 leave message
753-1915 8am-8pm
LOST Reward $1001 Small
fluffy tabby cat Vicinity of
12th 'or 13th of Olive
is
Pagliai's
753-4828

moving to 970
--Chestnut, May
3,4,5 & 6th and
will be closed.

dont

Fri., May 7th
at II a.m.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A s2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
060

Wanting
Experienced

OVER-THE-ROAD
DRIVERS
'28.000 to 131,000
First Year Earnings
* Late Model
Equipment
* Weekly Pay
* Excellent
Benefits
* Fuel Bonus
* Actual Miles,
Not HHG
For More Information
Call Us Now!
1-800-848-0405

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC

Hwy. 641 South
Murray, KY

Help
Wanted

AMERICA'S MOST inno- EASY work] Excellent payi
vative communications Assemble products at
group seeks self-motivated home Call toll free
people Absolutely the best 1-800-467-5566 ext 8047
sales work in your area
Outstanding weekly and residual income opportunity
606 - 26 8 - 2 5 59
800-860-4676

DRIVERS Start 24
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
cents Home regularly, free
medical-dental, retirement,
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bonus conventionals Requires proven experience
and 23 years of age Hornady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664

NURSES Aide PRN work
all shifts as needed Must
be flexible prefer experience but will train Not a full
time position at present
Pleasant atmosphere
good working conditions
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr Murray
EOE

MIG welders and general
helpers needed immediately Apply in person
Vegan Metal 328-8980

•

, By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, piacernau & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!

(Gift certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd. Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

DRIVERS over the road
Van/flat 35 states One
year's experience verifiable
start 25-28 cents/mile with
3 years Benefits Call
1-800-444-6648

J B Hunt Stearn To Earn$
You can learn to drive a
truck for J B Hunt, Find out
more about training that wili
put you on the road to big
pay and great benefits Call
1-800-845-2197 If you
have a CDL call
1-800-368-8538 EOE
Subject to Drug Screen

TRUCKLOAD
CARRIER
With lots of
FREIGHT
AND MILES!

America's Second Car

Ugl9Duckling
CALECZEMB
.
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 SO. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.45
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
70 - 28.93
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

BOBBY C.
STUBBLEFIELD
Magistrate District #3
Experiericed, Qualified, Reliable
Your vote and support will be appreciated.
'For A Representative of The People"
Paid for by the candidate lit 54, Murray

NOTICE • RENEWAL BATE

060

Help
Warded

25g per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. 5g per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $L75
extra for shopper(Tueg. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Help
Wanted

FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash investment Part time hours
with full time pay Two cata
DRIVERS Do You Qualify? .° logs, over 700 items Call
800-488-4875
23 Yrs of Age 1 Yr OTR
clean MVR-good refer- GUARANTEED Home
ences $ 28 per -Mile/ based positions available!
401K/insurance/Rid& Easy work Excellent pay
Program 800-554-0473
benefits Full/part time No
Call
exp required
1-800-238-1363 ext 187-7
M-F 9am-5pm CDT
JOB

OPPORTUNITY

$5 00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount ind Ran.
60% Diocourit 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Nun Run Within 6 Day Paned)
$175 per column loch wan far Tuesday Shop.
pr Cutdef

060

DRIVERS Is it time for a
change? Call Covenant
Transport
No
1-800-4414394 DRIV
ERS needed for our fleet
expansion Excellent starting pay & benefits If you
are 23 years old & have 1 yr
OTR experience what have
got to lose except better
pay & benefits

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Reader Ads:

Waited

BABYSITTER needed
PSYCHIC Festrval, Padu- Days and nights Must have
references Call 753 1078
cah, KY Executive INN
May 8, DANCERS. waitresses
Saturday
10am-8pm Sunday, May $500 plus wkly 642-4297
9 10am-6pm Readings, after 6pm Doll Houne Hwy
vending booths, demon- 79E, Paris, Tn
strations Free lectures every 15 minutes with admis- DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
sion of $5
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years. if you are not in
act7g;P7gAgicti school Call 753-9378 five
No
.
WPM" 111141111iS IMILCOIND
days a week between
8
00am-3-00pm We are an
TRALER TRUING CENTERS
LEGAL NOTICE
EOE This project is funded
LMAIKIMI. TN
by the Western Kentucky
A final settlement of
Private Industry Council
accounts has been filed
JTPA
in the Calloway Dis-

trict Court by Sylvia L.
Doores, Administratrix, of the estate of Ben
Brooks, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. May 17th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bey
.... Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Help

physic gifted from God
554-7904 'call- for
appointment

ALLIANCE
TR.c•c..•

200
210
220
240
260
380

II \\111,
4

060
Help
Wanted

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Martha
Hodge, Administratrix, of the estate of Richard A. Hodge, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
We love you,
District Court on or beShane & Casey
fore 9:00 a.m. May
17th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, MRS. THERESA, Reader
Circuit Court Clerk & Advisor. A true born

RE-OPENING
,

Mobile Homes For Sale

Business Rentals

- Bel-Air Center .4

Please Vote
BUSINESSWOMAN

120
130
140
150 ......
155
160
165
170
180

300

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Jerry L.
and Janet Chappell,
Co-Administrators, of
the estate of Jeffrey
Brian Chappell, deceased. Exceritions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. May
17th, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
Court Clerk
Circuit
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
LEGAL NOTICE
in the Calloway DisA final settlem
trict Court by James accounts has been
Rose, Executor, of the in the Calloway Disestate of Clarence Bur- trict Court by Martha
tes Hodges, deceased. Butterworth, ExecuExceptions to this set- trix, of the estate of
tlement must be filed Fred Butterworth, dein the Calloway Dis- ceased. Exceptions to
trict Court on or before this settlement must
9:00 a.m. May 17th, be filed in the Calloway
1993, the date of hear- District Court on or being.
fore 9:00 a.m. May
Ann P. Wilson, 17th, 1993, the date of
Circuit Court Clerk hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
LEGAL NOTICE
Circuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
LEGAL NOTICE
-in the Calloway DisAn informal final
trict Court by Leslie R.
settlement,
of accounts
Humphreys, Executor,
of the estate of Anna F. has been filed in the
District
Humphreys, deceased. .Calloway
Exceptions to this set- Court by Wendell
tlement must be filed Yearry, Executor, of
in the Calloway Dis- the estate of Myrtle
trict Court on or before Hopkins,deceased. Ex9:00 a.m. May 17th, ceptions to this settle1993, the date of hear- ment must be filed in
the Calloway District
ing.
Ann P. Wilson, Court on or before 9:00
Circuit Court Clerk a.m. May 17th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
LEGAL NOTICE
accounts has been filed
A final settlement of
in the Calloway Dis- accounts has been filed
trict Court by Thomas in the Calloway DisW. Redden & Treva trict Court by Vernon
Redden Johnson, Co- Stubblefield, Executor,
Executors,ofthe estate of the estate of Charof Carrie Redden Pitt- lotte Stubblefield, deman, deceased. Excep- ceased. Exceptions to
tions to this settlement this settlement must
must be filed in the be filed in the Calloway
Calloway
District District Court on or beCourt on or before 9:00 fore 9:00 a.m. May
a.m. May 17th, 1993, 17th, 1993, the date of
the date of hearing.
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk

It(

REA!. F.IATE

010

010
Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Rudell
Parks, Executor, of the
estate of Zera Parks
Jones, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. May 17th, 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any snot should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
roads.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
SERVICES

it

31Ist 1-.1,1.N\

EMPLOYMENT

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Kt.: I

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

MILLISDIEEIM

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

CITY

A Better ,lob? But no high
school diploma? Finish at
Home By Mail 7-6 weeks
$99 Payment plan available 1-800-338-5551

OF MURRAY VEHICLE STICKERS - NOW DUE!

INFORMATION REQUIRED

$35.00 PER VEHICLE
YEAR, MAKE & LICENSE
PLATE NUMBER

CITY OF MURRAY BUSINESS LICENSE - NOW DUE'

61fiirl/
Cu.ctorn Drapene.c
Cumom Sewing
Afteratwrio

ellk 753-2728
12th & Poplar Street

Murray

Application Available For
Public Comment
The
West
Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative has an application for federal
funds to operate snares Diagnostic Center to provide consultation and assessment for exceptional students in the
public schools of West ICentucky on file for
public review and comment from May 7,
1993, through June 7, 1993, Room 321,
Special Education Building, Murray
State University, Murray, Kentucky

CITY VEHICLE STICKERS ARE REQUIRED OF CITY RESIDENTS FOR EACH
VEHICLE OWNED AND FOR NON-RESIDENTS WHOSE PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IS INSIDE THE CITY LIMITS FOR THE VEHICLE USED IN THE
COURSE OF 1134PLOYMENT
RENEW IN lita TO AVOID PENALTIES"

JO

CRASS
CITY CLERK

OFFICE HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 800 A.M TO 500 P.M.
INCLUDING THE NOON HOUR
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CIASSIFIEDS
1 SO

STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753-0195
THE Hoplunsvale Recreation Commission is accepting applications for full time
Center Director Write Recreation Department, 2600
Themes Street, Hopkinsvale Kentucky 42240 for
requirements and description Deadline June 1,
1993 Equal Opportunity
Employer
070
Doinsek
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995
WILL dean houses. references 437-4064
090
Position
Wanted
SEWING lobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunity
HERSHEY-FRITO-LAY
Best Vending Opportunity
for the 90's Invest $14,500
(25 Coin-Operated Ma
chines, Approved Location,s, Company Training )
Estimated Earnings
$1100-$1800 week
1-800-841 4322

?SHP, 46- cut Murray
mower. 2yrs old 435-4447

BHP,electric start, Snapper
mower, $450 759-1274 after 4pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CASHIER desk, solid
wood, 10ft long. 31 wide,
cashier level 33" high Customer level 48" high
753-6258
HEAT pump Trane. 2/,
ton, nearly new $1095
436-5018
LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
rentals
and sportswear
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew Country
Square, 1608N 121 Mur
ray 753-6981
MOTORCYCLE helmets
camping supplies camouf
lage clothing, new & used
guns Jerry's Sporting
Mayfield
Goods
247-4704
MURRAY parts available at
Keiths Lawn & Tractor
759-9831
SPECIAL purchase! 5hp
horizontal shaft Briggs &
Stratton engine $189
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, 80
East Main 759-9831
WHEELHORSE 20 horse
hydramatic, 46" mower
350 lb loader, weight box
dual rear wheels snow
blade, down pressure
grader, like new New Ku
bota generator, heavy duty
Ernest Jennings 24 volt
'electric wheel chair, will
carry anyone over 300 lbs
1978 Pace Arrow RV with
Mitchell gear splitter, lots of
extras 436-2000

LOG
HOME
DEALERSHIP-Top Log
Horne Manufacturer. seeks
Dealer Protected territory,
high earning potential full
training & leads provided
Need not interfere with present employment Models
starting at $15,696
1 -800-264-LOGS (5647)
BRENTWOOD LOG
HOMES. 427 River Rock VVOLFF TANNING BEDSNew Commercial-Home
Blvd, Murfreesboro TN
Units From $199 Lamps
37129
Lotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197
NEW letter quality cobo
pnnter 753-7001
155
Appliances

14n
Want
To Buy

ELECTRIC stove, frost free
refrigerator, washer/dryer
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery, Call 354-8528
primitatives, oak furniture &
hull McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435-4327
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
NEED 8mm movie projector in good working condition. 759-9246.
NEED shallow well pump &
tank, good condition
436-5811.

BEEN to Spring Market Big
selection plus extra savings
on all furniture & bedding.
Special on sectionals, recliners & bunk beds We
can save you money! Carraway Furniture, 105 N.
3rd 753-1502

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture,Appliarrces. and kiisc hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture,

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Pennyrile Allied Community Services,
Inc. of Hopkinsville, Kentucky has the
following positions available

Family Preservation Clinical
Supervisor/Program Administrator- Salary Negotiable.
Family Preservation Counselor Salary $15,000
The Clinical Supervisor preferably must
have a Masters in Social Work, Psychology, or related human services field
and or a Bachelors Degree with demonstrated professional experience providing
treatment services to families and providing supervision to program staff.
The Family Preservation Counselor
must have a Bachelors Degree in Social
Work, Psychology or related human services field.
PACS/FPP is an in-home family crisis/
education teaching model of therapy serving 17 Western Kentucky counties Successful applicants must be willing to work
some evenings, weekends/holidays, and
be within electronic pager range 24 hours a
day. Must have a valid drrver's license and
reliable transportation
PACS offers excellent hospitalization,
dental, vision, and lite insurance. 12 paid
holidays. accrued sickiannual leave days
Travel reimbursement.
Irsermitad applicants must submit a
letter ot Introduction or position they are
ipplyille, MUM*and college transcript as
Veer Man' May 20. 1103 le
Jean TOWN, taeoulkie 01141111111
Penny% Ailed CammuMly breams, Inc
7119 ONO Liberty Street
P.O. Oss 1411
tempalmsrellle. KY 111191t
Als OMNI OPPerlimilY 111101r/Pl
111110111P I MN 1064
.
43
•

wwwiwwwwww~

240

160

Atttelos
For Sale

Home
Furnishings ELECTRIC stove, excellent
condition, $250 Table & 6
chairs, microwave cart
Oust sell Call after 5pm
753-4760
PRICED to move' Pine
trussel table, 2 leaves. 6
chairs, excellent condition
Other items 753-0013
QUEEN size bed $125
Moving must sell Also cat
male declawed & neu
tered
Himalyan
436-2031

DISK harrow, Kewanee.
new, 21ft. special price
$7900 Bush Hog rotary
cutters, special discount
prices, 5 to 20 ft Loaders.
Bush Hog brand for all trac
tors Field cultivators Kil
bros. 24ft with finish har
row, like new $4900 Allis
field cultivator. 23ft with finish harrow, new $5950
B&G Equipment Paris Tn.
800-727-0895
I H SQUARE baler A C
rake and Ford mower All
ready to go $1500 Will
separate Call anytime
753 0451

Miscellaneous
HUGE Spring Discount
Sale-Clear Span Maine
nance Free Galvalume
Steel Savings up to 330/0
on Limited Inventory Only
Immediate Delivery 25x30
3040 4275 50x112
55x160 Express Steel
Buildings
Inc
1-800-628-8730
LOG HOMES Design ser
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES Route One Box
84CK Moss Tennessee
38575 (800) 231 3695
MYRTLE BEACH RE
SORT
VACATION
RENTALS Studios 1 and 2
bedroom condo house
keeping included Indoor
outdoor pools and more!
Summer rates from
$506 week FREE BRO
CHURE 1 800 448 5653

270

320
Apartments
For Rent

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

NICE 2br duplex central
gas h/a, stove. refrigerate
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hook up
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
Pets_ Days 753-1953
nights 753 0870

WANT to buy 2 or 3br
mobile home reasonably
priced Also need to rent
trailer lot preferrably in
country 436-2779
2rin
Homes For Rent
2BR 1 mile from town
$160 mo lease & deposit
759 2570 753 3860
2BR furnished in Hazel
available May 1 492 8526
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209
285

OLD FASHIONED WED
DINGS Candlelight cere
monies outdoor weddings
Mountain Chapel overlook
ing river near Gatlinburg
Everything provided Ac
commodations Romantic
Carriage Ride Reasonable
prices Chargu Cards ac
cep-, e d- Heartland
1 800 448 VOWS 18697

Mobil.
Home Lots For Rent
2BR Ir, dr, kitchen ful
bath located in Almo
Heights Available immedi
ately 753 5432

NICE 3br, stove& refrigera
tor furnished carpet
throughout central ha
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753 0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap ac,cessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin. Ky or call
502-437.4113

Houses
For Rent

Business ,
Rentals
4 CAR clean up shop of
lice paved lot air
753 4509

2BR 1405 Vine 3br 1305
Vine Lease & deposit to
quired Call 753 0932 or
753 5898

PANAMA CITY BEACH Fl
Bright Star Motel Directly
on the gulf 200ft of sugar
641N IN same building as 2BR 1 bath one
110 gallon
car gar
white beach All oceanview
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire age, central h a.
apartrni.rts Reasonable
$300 de
tobacco sprayer.
at Auto Dealer Supply for posit, $300 mo Call
rates For broohures or re
details 753 5585
4 row with
753 6633 On Hwy 94W
servations
1 -800 421 1295
BUILDING to tease For
pump. $200
2BR 641 South 1
miles
mally Walters Pharmacy, from city
limits $325 mo
POST Frame Buildings
Call 492-8566
519 So 12th Murray Call 753-6156
24x32x9 cave erected
Benson s Sporting Goods
after 5 p.m.
$4251 plus freight Other
753 1342
3BDRM convenient loca
sizes available Blitz Burt
bon $500,mo lease re
ders 1 600 628 1324
COMMERCIAL building for
quired no pets 753 3293
rent Great location on 12th
TRAVELERS GOLFERS
Street with lots of parking
3BR 2 bath central ha
Save 50 .ort -hotel rates
Cali 753 7435 day or appliances furnished car
and green ttes Discounts
753 3966 at night
1989 EZ--GO Golf Cart
port fenced yard in good
On resort cackages
Looks & Runs Great,
Prete:roi Car re
FOR Rent Business Retail neighborh000 Coleman
4050
875
Phone 502
ntal rate•r• Ca 1: Windsor or Office Space in S Side. RE 753 9898
(dealer)
Market.eg Services Shopping Center
EXTRA nice 3br home only
304 465 1388
753 4509 or 753 6612
5yrs old white stone. con
210
tral gas ha, low utilities
LARGE"commercial build
storage shed large
ing
on
University
campus
Firewood
Business
kitchen 2 baths $550.mo
*Call 753 2967
Services
References required
A FIREWOOD for sale
753 2339 or 753-8767
437-4667
310
KEN TENN Investigation,
Want
owner J B Wilburn s•pecia
To Pent
ng •ri Ctitmn,i1 civil
and l'o.:,..faricer r.
PROFESSIONAL couple
vestgations 14 years law
looking for 3br home to rent
entoft. -,e.,flt experience
for approx 4 5yr in Murray CREEKVIEW Sell storage
GIBSON Les Paul custom
Bel kr Shopping Center
gyitar Tovbacco sunburst
For approx warehouses on Center
area
50 2 7 5 3 386 8
Drive behind Shoney's
gold hardware Like new
$450 500 mo Have refer
502 435.6099 .Licensed in
$20 $40 mo 759 4081
must sell $800 Call
ences 759 1347
Kemuck, and Tennessee
606-224-4032
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
GUrTAR refurbishing $25
able 753 2905 for more
Apartments
Call for informatton
information
For Rent
606-224-4032
Mobile
SHOP located at 406 Sun
1 2 3 1BR apts furnished
MID-SOUTH Musicians
Homes For Sale
very nice, some with bury Circle overhead
Network Get listed in &
doors gas heat Call
receive a directory of area 1973 FLEETWOOD 24x48 washer & dryer, near MSU
753 0839 or 436 2935
musicians & technicians of 3br 1 bath, central air re No pets Also room for rent
all shapes & sizes (pros trigerator & stove stay Ask 753 6111 . 753-1252 days
370
amateurs) Phone for free mg $14 500 will negotiate 753 0606 after 5pm
Livestock
brochure' (901) 642 0773 759 9155
1BR & studio apt available
& Supplies
PIANO tuning John 1980 1260 PARTIALLY appliances furnished Cole
14 2HH Bay with blaze
Gottschalk 753 9600
furnished
$5900 man RE 753 9898
Arab Quarter horse good
436 2684
1 OR 2br apts near down- with children Trail horse
240
1989 CONCORD 1470 town Murray 753 4109
only Must see to appreci
mobile home 2br 2 bath 28R. 2 bath duplex, ap- ate $800 obo 753 0516
Miscellaneous
with lacuzzt catherdat ceit pliances furnished, Central after 5pm
GATLINBURG Summit- irigs, large deck, landscap gas heat & air, with garage,
Breathtaking mountain top ing on approx 2acres over wid hook-up Northwood Dr REGISTERED Racking
views of Smoky Mountains looking pond Lynn Grove _$475,mo 1 mo deposit. 1 gelding excellent show &
trail riding horse Pretty ver
Fireplace balcony, kitchen area extremely nice year • lease No pets
stile 2yr old filly 753 9390
indoor pool Jacuzzis Hon- 753 9959 9am 5pm after 753 2905
eymoon and weekend spe 6pm 489 2068
WHEAT straw square
2BR apt appliances, central bales
cials! Free brochure
Delivery available
mobile
2BR
home
&
lot
ha
wd
hookup,
$400/mo
1-800-242-4853 (205)
753 5107 or 753-4003 after
water,
sewer
&
electric
plus deposit Northwood
988-5139
5pm
474 8702 for appointment 753 5731 or 759-4686
GLASS FOR SUNROOMS
YOUNG Simental cross
OR ROOM ENCLOSURES BEST Home Center Hwy 2BR apt in Northwood
cows with calves
45E Milan TN New gov $270 mo 759-4406
50% Below Retail 34x76
489 2628
Thermopane $54 95 Many ernment money available 2BR apt large rooms, very
other sizes available Clear for mobile home loans Bad near MSU for up to 4 stu
credit in the past but have
Bronie and Low E Free
re established, we can help dents washer, dryer,
information
you buy a new mobile stove refrigerator furn
1-800-841-9842
ed Goleman RE
home Cal-I toll free
AKC Pomeranian 8 week
GULF Shores Plantation 6 1 800 282 3781 Credit ap
old puppies Call 492 8749
pools DOME with indoor plicabon taken over the 2BR apts spacious, all leave message
pool, Jacuzzis tennis phone
appliances including
COCKER Spaniel puppies
kitchen Large beautiful pri
COMPLETE mobile home washer & dryer $450/mo for sale AKC registered
vete beach Free Brochure
753
4573
services Phone and cable
Call 753 7232
with rates 1 800 242-4853 installation
Gallimore 2BR duplex central hie
or (205) 988 5139
Electric 759 1835
HAPPY
JACK SKIN BALM
appliances furnished
Schweigert Enterprises
Available now in Westwood Promote healing & hair
Subdivision Coleman RE growth to hot spots on dogs
& cats without steroids
753 9898
Available 0 T C At
2BR duplex appliances SOUTHERN STATES
furnished $395/mo plus
Sat., May S at 108.10.st641 Auction House
deposit No pets 753 1266 HAVE an obedient safe
dog for :how or home
- Paris, TN.
hetet, Spew
Classes or private lessons
win he selling • 141, Aluminum V 14,4r, 4,1 ry,At A trailer
2I3R near 14451.1 Centel Serving Murray tor over
with IR h p I.Yrnrude m.4.,r,
1 o‘hIng equipment
heat & air available now
12yrs 4362850
like taskle hiutes,
at reek
lantern
$300 mo appliances 1
Coleman healer, kits maws.. •susrtrnent ,1 hand tiis,is
PEG'S
Dog Grooming
lawn maintenance turn
hammers, Impel, skil saw. Craftsman taller sass 'stanleN
753 2915
Embassy
Asa
ished
2 speed hall sander. ',rad set, gas steed rater, I nutrii
753 9890
dralung sea, 1 220 11 1 1 winakm atr
Itime
nringerrara, *ether• dryer, duet frer,rr, maple thin-,
29R Shiny Lane Esteem
led task•4 Jsairs small u.ktahle A:
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quiet
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FOR SALE

Absolute ‘uction Sale

NEW 399 Webs solest
h * osessodde adidol
$406ims lei?
sod Na Solo POW

alp

410

Mobile
Homes For Sale

111101

allamik
tea IMO milt as
;Int
-46

410
Public
Sale

Public
Sale

Yard Sale

Neighborhood
Yard Sale

Public
Sale

Deck Sale
S. to New Concord take 444 to
Hamlin on left just
past 6 mi. marker.
May 6-7-8
7-5
Crafts, craft supplies all kinds, lg. womens'
clothes,
men's
clothes, lots & lots of
misc.
121

121 So. 2 rra. left Overbay Rd. 1 rut on left
Fri. & Sal
7 am.
Keyboards, AM 'conditioners, wall heaters, exercise bike, girls bike,
old settee, furniture,
household
items,
traverse rods, nice
clothes

About 7 different houses
on Overtey Rd Go out
171 South about 2 mi
turn left on Overtiey Rd
Follow signs (abet 12
rni
Fri., May 7
7 arn till 7
Sat., May
7 am • 12 Noon
Something for everyone ,

Yard Sale

First Time
6 Party
Yard Sale

4 Party
Garage Sale
Thum -Fri -Sat
8 sent-4
On Airport Rd..1 iii.from
Marshall Co. End.
Gras cotes intent to 24 Inc.
boys mlani to size 12, Shoos
toys Miss tricycle, syrup.
books, worthens clothes Sae
10-14 men's suss, 4 kitchen
chaos, (2) bumper pads, (2)
bassinene skirts nursery cur
lairs bed run* lots more

On Hwy. 1824 1 mlle
North of Almo
Heights
Grocery
Store on left side of
Hwy.
No Early Looks
Fri., May 7
Sat., May 8
7 am.-7
Clothes, household
and misc items

121 S. to Lynnwood
Estates
Fri. 8 Sal
May 7 & 8
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Baby items, antiques,
good clothes, household
Items & much morel
Cancel it rain

Moving
Sale

Carport
Sale

3 Family
Yard Sale

2 miles So 121, Locust Grove
Church At, 1111 road *ter
church to right, IS house on
411
FR, May 7
Sat_, May 8
8 sm..?
Ran or Shine
Mown raarytang CAcusohdO
owsl Do add Sta. tel keels

1622 Kirkwood
Drive
Saturday Only
May 8
Until 1 p.m.
Men's, women's, toddlers clothing, misc.
household items. All
in good shape and
priced to sell.

ccuch
imal

duo

washy fryer

Hazel 893 East to
Paris-Murray Blacktop South. Second
house on right.
May 7 & 8
Frl. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Clothes, furniture,
misc. items.

Ms

au oyd Argo sea cas
wined campy 23 sr 6 wring rho
IN occur...1SW d as 40 yoirs

4nIques riOng and DAD moons

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

1614 Tabard Dr.
Martin Heights
May 7 & 8, 1993
7:00-5:00 Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.
Lots of clothes, adult
men & women, children - girls and boys

Sat., May 8
7:00 • ?
1607 Cardinal
(corner of Cardinal
& Blair)
Some antiques,
glassware,
old
sewing machines,
needlework.

Fri., May 7 Only
9 a.m.
Playpen,
baby
clothes, lots & lots of
ladies clothes, lots
plants.
Billies Flowers
Old Murray-Paris Rd
1 mi. so. 01 121
Rain or Shine

CLASSIFIEDS
Public Auction
Sat., May 8th, 1993 at 10 a.m. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy.94
East to Hwy. 280. Follow 280 to auction just past Miller Coif
Course on right. Watch for auction signs. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Reagan have sold their house and going south.
New Sears electric range with double oven - stack washer & dryer gas & elect. cook stove - 14' chest freezer - microwave - nice Troy Bilt
cycle her mower with 4 h.p. I.D. engine - 19 Kayok boat with trailer old dinner bell complete - marble sink - exercise bike - maple table &
chairs - cedar chest - cedar wardrobe - old chiffrobe - 3large tapestery
& 3 small pieces of tapestery of wild animals - Empire gas furnace small wagon wheel hanging light - silver plate coffee set by William
Rogers - large ceramic_ strawberry collection - other nice ceramic
items - old coffee table - flower stand - cast iron stove - old coins - 510
Remington single shot 22 cal. rifle - 12 ga. 1100 Remington automatic
shotgun - 12 ga. single shot H & R topper - office desk- step ladder-.
folding table - set of new scaffolding -log chain - set of 15" mag wheelshi liftjack - 12 ton jack - tool boxes - aluminum ladder - metal gate - H.
Beane 4" iron pipe - corn sheller - old shop forge - small bolt bin fireplace set - C.B.equipment - metal table -lot ofhand & garden tools
- lot ofscrap metal - used lumber - industrial sewing machine - old car
spotlights - 12 h.p. riding mower - small gas motors - old lanterns used brick - wall shelving - 1963 Corvair Greenbrier. Other items not
listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

P'tzblieActieticori
Sat., May 8th,1993 at 2 p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Childress. From Murray,Ky.take 94 East to Palestine Church
Road. Go past Palestine Church turn left. Follow to auction.
Old flat top trunk - fine oak pie safe -nice old kitchen cabinet -old doll
bed -2 willow chairs and small table - nail kegs -old iron bed - nice old
treadle sewing machine - old rockers - metal toy truck - tricycle bicycle - shoe last - stain glass - chalk pieces' metal calumet baking
powder can - well bucket - lawn chairs - Blue fruitier. - Avon bottles feather bed • nice wood bench - granite pieces - some old glass & china
- wnnger washer - electnc cook stove - hi chew vacuum-44~w -4--bedroom suit* - bookcase - obi pictures & frames. Other items
awt 'stoitratiion held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
.135-4144
.1
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520

410
Public
Salo

Carport Sale
1662 Calloway
Street
Fr!., May 7
8 a nt-2 p.m.
Sat., May 8
-12 p.m.
8
Furniture,
knick
knacks, dishes and
more. Something for
everyone.

4 Party
Backyard
Yard Sale
•

617 Broad St Ext.
Fri., May 7
Sat, May 8
8 am. tit 7
single
Blonde super
waterbed, exerase bikes,
baby swing, infant seat,
FIsher-Pnce toys and lols
of goodies for everyone

4 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-7
No early sales!
1408 Dudley Dr.
Dishes, clothes (kids,
adult, some lg. sizes),
twin bed & mattress &
much misc.

Big 5 Party
Yard Sale
641 N. 2 miles
north of Murray.
Watch for sign.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Inside
Yard Sale
Shady Oaks
Trailer Court 151
Fri. & Sat.
May- -7 & 8
7 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine
Bat", bed walker &stroller,
antiques & collectors items,
21 old oil lamps, 5 antique
floor lamps, a lot of new &
used tetrfs

5-Family
Yard Sale
8 miles on 94 East 4th
house passed Conoco.

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-7
Lots of baby items,
swing, clothes, dressing
table & etc. Lots of boy's
and girl's clothes all
ages Also what nots.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

AUCTION Monthly Con
suanment Auction Farm
Machinery Trucks. Mtsc
Friday May 7, 10am Ron
Kirby Aucboneer, 1-65, Exit
6, Franklin, KY (502)
580-8288

21 ACRES in Lynn Grove
area Will sell all together or
in 5 aae blocks 489-2161
after 7pm
FOR your real -.estate
needs, contact Wilson Realty at 302 So 12th,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson
753 5086 broker, Pat Col
eman, 753-0818, associate Dan Miller, 435-4144
associate & auctioneer
FREE List, Lakefront &
acreage land bargains on
Norris Lake in Northeast
Tennessee
Wooded
Spectacular views' Guaranteed buildable Excellent
financing Buy direct from
developer & save thousands' Call Norris Shores 7
days 800 488-4883 File
rr0 07019 48 166C

2BR country home, central
hia, vinyl siding, 17, car
garage extras, dean and
well maintained 437-4023

1991 CAMARO RS, excellent condition 753-2041
1991 RED Mazda Miata
piw, anti-lock bkaking
,Audio
system, anti-theft'
system, head rest speakers, driver's side air bag
low mileage $13,400 obo
502-522-6769 after 5pm or
weekends

2 WOODED lot on 94E 5
miles 753-6425 or
759-9703

LOT with trees in South
west Villa. size 100 x140 or
150x140'753 3488

B & B BROKERS, Inc, 701
South 12th St, Murray,
Kentucky, Phone
502-753-4389, your New
1986 NISSAN Maxima Airstream Motorhome
V-6 automatic, sun roof, Dealer Five to choose
loaded, locally owned like from
Night phone
new $4400 435-4264 after 502-753-5960
5pm
SCAMPER 5th wheel 32ft
self-contained electric,
gas, refrigerator, gas hot
water heater, a/c full bath,
1987 MUSTANG blue queen bed. very nice condi- hatch back 4 cyl 5sp bon 759-9475
tinted windows $2400 obo USED Airstream Trailers
753654
Also used trailer hitches
Will trade 753-0114

1986 FORD Mustang GT
302HO, auto loaded
753-9861 after 5pm

520

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
0280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Crank lust off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the period piaci for
your felts horns. NearPanorame-Stobdnnaierr,-Millar Golf Course, only seven molds from
Murray

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing* • 37442/1
James Wien, Mosidense 3111441$
UAW Phone MONS after $

Boats
& Motors
1975 ASTROGLASS 40hp
Johnson trailer new tire
492 8749
1978 17FT Challenger Pro
V Bass Boat 84' Beam
115 EvinrAtAkee_cast_
wig Decks Two livewells
Lot of Dry Storage 63500
OBO call God 964 9653
lot
Jim
or
ask
502 227 1101S _
111114 FISHER Pro Chalon
gw 115he motor 18 bass
boat $4000 eicalkera con
When Call after Sprn
735 8455

Services
Offered

Services
Mewed

Motors

1990 SEDAN DeVille, WANTED cheap boats &
loaded, leather, red on red, motors All kinds Tom Lee
excellent condition & looks, 436-5811
priced to sell by owner
$14.995 Call 759-4871

1986 DODGE 600SE, ex-, contained camper trailer,
After 4pm
cellent condition 753-9774 $3000
753-0276, 753-0236
after 6pm

Murray, Ky.
Sat., May LS
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

1494 ACRES ¶13 Tracts
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
May 8 10arn Bardstown
XV Same& T200 WU
cropland Mu Frank
Hamad &imam*, Can
turf 21 502 34$ 6222
SOO 272 W23

1987 DOUBLE wide
28x56). 3br. 2 bath, southwest area, city water, on
approx 17, acres, storage
satelitte Bank appraised at $43,500 Owner
must sell 759-9976

Boats

1988 1ROC Z, t-tops, 1984 RIVIERA cruiser ponloaded, mechanically toon,.50hp Mercury motor.
sound 753-2616
24ft length. good condition
759-1882 if no answer,
1990 CHEVROLET leave message.
Lumina-White on Blue
Never Wrecked, V-6 & 1985 BAYLINER Capri
Loaded Except Power Win
Cuddy Cabin, 305 Chevy
dows Sharp Car $5350 motor, 21'4 foot, tandem
Phone 502-875-4050 trailer with brakes $6200
Call Frankfort after 5pm
(dealer)
502-875-1844
1990 MERCURY Topaz
air, stereo, pfb, auto, excel- ONE owner. 1976 15ft
lent condition, $7500 Terry Bass, fully equipped,
753-0440 days, 436-5059 water ready. $3500
759-4515 7-9pm only
nights Ask for Randy

3BR, 2'6 bath-Beautiful
brick Canterbury home
2400sq h plus 2car garage
Corner lot, privacy fence,
beautifully landscaped yard
& patio area Price lust 1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca
reduced to $105,000 Call clillac extra nice 753-4509
Coleman RE 753-9898
CAR Stereo Installation
KOPPERUD REALTY
3BR, 3200sq ft Ranch, 753-0113. Sunset BouleMurrays largest real estate
overlooking the 810 green, vard Music, Murray's Alfirm offers a complete
tennis courts & pool at pine Car Audio Specialist
range of Real Estate serOak's Country Club 2 mas- Dixieland Center, 1 block
vices with a wide selection
ter bedrooms, 22x28 recre- from MSU dorms
of quality homes all prices
ation room, 2 large decks
7 5 3 1 2 22
or
baths, new oak kitchen,
405
1 800 455 1222
custom decorations & landKOPPERUD Realty has scaping $1 75 ,000
Vans
buyers waiting to purchase 753-4569
conver1989/90
TOYOTA
homes-all price ranges If 3BR brick home 3 miles
roof,
color
sion
van
raised
sellingyou are 'thinking of
from Murray, built under
contact one of our courte- FMHA specs 759-1584 tv, dual air system, loaded
excellent condition $9300
ous and professional leave message
753-8500 or 436-5371 after
agents at 753-1222 or stop
5pm
BY OWNER SAVE $$$$
by office at 711 Main St
3br, 3 bath brick, central
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
gas hia, appliances, cus
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
drapnes, fenced yard, low
Center
Bel -Air
utilities, many amenities'
753
SOLD,
502
Owner moving By appoint1978 FORD F150 runs
1 -800-369-5780
ment. 753-0788, 759-1839
good, some rust, wired for
ROBERTS Realty Callo- FOR Sale by Owner
trailer, $1250 obo
way County's oldest and House on
acres with 753-9894 after 7pm
real
estate
most reliable
30x40 metal building 3
1979 CJ7 JEEP, A-1 condiagency For all your real miles on Hwy 94 East
tion, good tires, extra
estate needs call them to- 753-0926
sharp, runs excellent
day at 753-1651 1 SycaHOUSE in Coldwater 3br, $3500 435-4656
more and 12th St
2/
1
4 bath, living room, di1979 JEEP pickup,. V-8,
ning room, eat-in kitchen.
405
auto, p/s, pito, air, 126,000
upstairs with fireplace
Lake
miles, $1750. 753-0649
Large den,- utility downsProperty
tairs, new vinyl siding, 2 car
9 WATERFRONT lots, 11 garage, low $70's
SOLD
water view lots Exclusive 489-2972
1989 CHEVY Silverado
subdivision on Kentucky
swb, loaded, new tires &
Lake Waterfront lots start-.
d7i)
wheels 436-2765
ing at $10.000 and up to
$20,000 15 miles east of
Motorcycles
1990 BRONCO XLT V-8,
Murray KY, 10 miles north
loaded, 2 tone, high miles
1979
YAMAHA
$750
obo
of Paris Landing State
but will sell very reasonPark, near New Concord, 753-1990
able 753-7275
KY New subdivision, but YAMAHA YZ-80 dirt bike
1990 CHEVY Silverado duonly 9 waterfront lots re
Call 753-6035 or 492-8620
ally Ext cab, 454, auto
maining Unspoiled sur- after 4 30pm
loaded, excellent condition
roundings reasonable re759-9799
strictions insure owners of
stable property values Our
1991 MAZDA 82200, one
Best Reference-Developer
owner 753-2615
Has Built A New Home In
The Subdivision For His 1974 FORD LTD 351, 4dr 2-26 TON military rear
Family's Enjoyment' Deve- 435-4581 after 8pm
ends, 1-24 ton military 4x4
loper will be on site every
front end $1000 for all or
Friday, Saturday and Sun- 1978 MONTE Carlo, good 080 2 inch diarfieter 12ft
day to assist you in your lot running condition, $450 long stainless steel roundselection Directions From obo 753-11-34
stock $100 1971 10-bolt
Murray, KY -travel East on 1983 FORD EXP, new Camaro rear-end comHighway 121 -to New Con- tires 753-5467
plete, $50 Phone Frankfort
cord turn left on Highway
502-227-2760
1984 FORD Tempo
444 & go to Blood River
Baptist Church, turn right air.cruise auto $1400
510
and travel 1 mile turn left 436-5697
and proceed to the beautiCampers
1984 FORD Tempo, needs
ful entrance to Red Water work, $700 obo Call
1965 DODGE motorhome
Estate's Subdivision C W
753-5350 after 5pm
fully equipped 52 XXX
Shelton Real Estate &
Auction Co C W Shelton. 1984 OLDS 98 Regency, miles excellent condition,
Broker & Auctioneer. 924 light sand color, leather in- $4500 neg No trades
terior Call 489-2640 after 474 0115
Haymarket Drive Mayfield
5pm
KY (502) 247-1385
1985 PROWLER 30ft, air,
1985 NISSAN Maxima sta- awning, microwave stereo,
LAKE lot , mile from lake
Keniana Shores $1595 tion wagon, sunMoon roof, lacks, real good $6750
loaded, local owner,$4500 753-2677
753-8257
753-8096 after 5 30pm
24FT Coachman self-

West Kentucky's
Biggest Citywide
Yard Sale

For mom information
and an application,
call 753-5171.

3 ACRE farm with new well,
2 out buildings driveway.
completely fenced, camper
optional $10,000 Located
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Murray-concord Rd
436-5744 or 436-2528
LAND 1 to 230 acres
753-1300 or 489-2116 after
7pm 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air unit

38 WOODED acres, corner lot northwest Calloway 10 minutes from town
Pasture. garden spot, drive
way well electric pole Call
Coleman RE 753-9898

For detailed descriptions of yard sale
items available and a
map of various locations, come by the
Tourism
Murray
Commission. office,
805 N. 12th St.

&

1 A A-1 Hauling tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions, repair, countertops, and general carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
brie of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HANDYMAN will do plumbmg, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596.
K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim 753-0834

1A Al townicountry yard
mowing, landscaping, tree
trimming, tree removal,
light hauling Free estiTim Lamb,
mates
436-2528

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

Al AL'S hauling, yard
work tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683

LAWN Mowing Service
Small or large, rasonable
rates work guaranteed,
very dependable Call John
753-2128

VCR-NINTENDO REPidF4Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15,
most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri,
753-0530
WANTED large yards to
mow 753-8908 call early in
morning Reasonable

pip

1989 181/2 Ft. Bomber Commander Ski/
Pleasure Boat. 4 cyl., 165 b.p. inboard
Mer-Curser motor. Just reduced to
$9,000.
436-2794

CUSTOS. KITCHEN GANNETS
CUSTOM INOODWORKJNG

550

All Types Of:

Free
Column

Custom Woodworking

FREE short haired kittens
8 weeks old 492-8769

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

FREE to good home Collie
mix puppies, 8 wks old
753-4003 after 5pm

409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

.Drop by & see our showroom

Contract Bridge

LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564

ALL around lawn service
mowing. trimming, hauling.
odd lobs. experienced Call
759-1041 or 437-4703

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Spring cleaning'? Call South dealer.
us for a tree estimate Neither side vulnerable.
753-5827
NORTH

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

APPLIAXICE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848

Mandatory Falsecard

# 1065
IF 7
• A Q9862
.
1096
WEST
-.EAST

+3
MOWER repair Same day
service, 7 days week Most p10542
repairs at your home Fac- * K 103
tory trained, 15 yrs experi- +Q8753
ence 502-753-5299

+J82

IF A986
•J 74
+K42

SOUTH
4AKQ974
BACKHOE Service ROY
w K QJ3
HILL Septic system drive.5
ways,hauling, foundations
•A J
etc 759-4664
PLUMBING repairman with
The
bidding:
same day service Call
BACKHOE SERVICE
South West
North East
436-5255
PAINTING, exterior, interior Call Charlie Rains
753-5754

BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing fertilizer aerating & leaf re
moval 99% customer retention rate Free estimates Call David Bailey
753-6986
BILL Musser yardwork
436-2043

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Porches and decks available with metal roof
Silver roof coating
Everlodt vinyl underpinning.
14 x 70 — 28" high average, $365
K Rok underpinning

3e
2+
Pass
Pass
REFINISHING, stripping, 3 V
Pass
4
Pass
custom woodworking 4+
Pam
5
Pass
753-8056
6+
RICK'S Roofing All types Opening lead — five of clubs.
of roofs and repairs Torchon modified and rubber
As a general rule, the defenders
for mobile homes 17 years
do not falsecard because they risk
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates fooling each other rather than declarer. But occasions do arise where
phone 502-4374559

a defender's falsecard cannot possi-

ROCKY COLSON Home
bly deceive partner and may fool
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, con- declarer, and in such hands the
crete Free estimates Call falsecard becomes mandatory.
Take this case where West leads
474-2307

a club against six spades,East's king

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS, forcing the ace. Declarer has no choice
installation, repair, replacebut to try a diamond finesse to make
ment Backhoe service
the
slam. He also cannot afford to
759-1515
BRENT ALLEN
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates 759-1274 after
4pm

WILL mow lawns, trim or
remove trees & do light
hauling Reasonable rates
Call 753-2772 ask for
Donnie

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

WILL mow yards J & J Yard
Service Call 753-6728 or
492-8843

may have to trump a heart in dummy
(in the actual deal, declarer cannot
make the slam against best defense
if he plays a second trump).
Accordingly,after cashing the ace
of trumps, he leads a diamond to
dummy's queen. When it wins, he
cashes the ace and discards the jack of clubs.
On this trick West should play
the king and not carelessly follow
with the ten. Playing the king cannot
deceive East, who knows the diamond situation, hut it may deceive
South, who does not. When declarer
next leads a heart from dummy,East
rises with the ace and returns the
jack of diamonds.
•
South is now confronted with the
difficult choice of which spade to
trump with. If he assumes West
started with the K-3 of diamonds
and J-3 of spades, which is certainly
possible, he must trump high to make
the slam. But if he thinks West was
dealt a tripleton diamond, or a
doubleton diamond and the 8-3 (or
singleton 3) of spades, he should
trump with the nine.
Under these conditions,it is obvious that South will sometimes ruff
with the wrong card --but he will
never ruff with the wrong card if
West plays the ten of diamonds on
the ace. With the location of the king
of diamonds known to declarer by
virtue of the successful diamond finesse, South will always ruff low to

draw two rounds of trumps,since he assure the contract.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

Keep Up The Trend.
Recycle This Newspaper Again.

Doors, Wndaws, Metal
Floor Repair
Miller Air Conditioning.

YARD
SALE
SEASON

Phone

502-492-8488
Hwy. 641

* N. Hazel *
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates 753-4591
BUSH hogging, large or
small 753-7457

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

BUSH hogging 753-9772.
345 4343
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bebber, 759-1247
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers. offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and set
vice
Call Gary at
759,4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM ritusa floor
or gardens, etc
Phone 489.2995
DRYWALL finishing, rapaws additions and blow
icigcailirgs 7534751
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing new consmation
addiaens blown milinp
438403$

•

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

*7.50
$12.50
15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday
3 p.m.
Edition
Thursday
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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Today in History

• burg" burst into flames and crashed while docking in Lakehurst, N.J..

Ten years ago
James Allen West, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe West, is valedictorian, and Teresa Ford, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ford, is
salutatorian of the 1983 graduating class of Murray High School.
Third honor student is Michael
Childress; fourth is William
Bossing; and fifth is Brad
McNutt.
Allan Michael Miller, son of
Dr. Michaerand Phyllis Miller,
senior at Calloway County High
School, has chosen to attend
Tulane Unvicrsity, New Orleans,
La., where he has been awarded
an S8,500 renewable scholarship/
grant.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Wright,
April 1 28.
Mary Gertzen, Ruth Moffett,Nadine,Turner, June Crider and
Euva Alexander are new officers

In 1861, Arkansas -seceded from the Union.
In 1882, Congress passed, over President Chester Alan Arthur's
veto, the Chinese Exclusion Act, which barred Chinese immigrants
from the U.S. for ten years.
In 1889,-the Paris Exposition formally opened, featuring the justcompleted Eiffel Tower.
In 1954, medical student Roger Bannister broke the-4-minute mile
during a track meet in Oxford, England, in 3-minutes, 59.4 seconds.
In 1960, Britain's Princess Margaret married Anthony ArmstrongJones, a commoner, at Westminster Abbey. (They divorced in 1978.)
In 1962, in the first 'test of its kind, the subnierged submarine USS
"Ethan Allen" fired a Polaris missile armed with a nuclear warhead
that detonated above the Pacific Ocean.
In 1981, Yale architecture student Maya Ying Lin was named the
winner of a competition to design a Vietnam Veterans memorial.
Ten years ago: West German gctvernment experts announced that
scientific tests had proven the purported Hitler diaries to be "obvious
fakes" that the experts said were derived from a book on the Nazi
dictator written in the 1960s.
Five years ago: In his first -comment on the matter, President
Ronald Reagan said he didn't "look kindly 'upon" reports that a
HEAR ABBY: Nly boyfriend says
memoir written by his former chief of staff, Donald Regan, painted an I'm acting like a jealous 1. -year-old
unflattering portrait of first lady Nancy Reagan.
child. 0I'm 29.i For Valentine's Day,
One year ago: Former Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev delii+ered he gave me a dozen red roses. He
a speech at Westminster College in Fulton, Mo., where Winston Chur- also gave his 6-y'ear-old daughter
• Gorbachev said the world was from a previous marriage a dozen
chill had spoken of the "Iron Curtain"r
still divided, between North and South, rich and poor. Actress Mar- red roses, too. However. I noticed
that my roses were the shortlene Dietrich died at her home in Paris _at age 90.
- stemmed-variety- and -his -daughter's
Today's Birthdays: Actor Stewart Granger is 80. Baseball great wvre the long-stemmed kind.
Willie Mays is 62. U.S. Sen. Richard Shelby, D-Ala., is 59. Rock sinAbby. I was under the impression that St. Valentine's Day waS
ger Bob Seger is 48°.
Thought for Today: "Give me-,the lukuries-of life and 1 will will- for lovers. I know it is also an net-aingly do without the necessities.' — Frank Lloyd Wright, American sion for family members and
express their love. but isn'tfriends"to it priarchitect (1869-1959).
marily for lovers'.

of Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky Governor Wendell
H. Ford spoke at the 50th spring
commencement of Murray State
University on May 3. A total of
169 graduates from fall and
spring semester classes were
listed as honor students.
Sammy Kelly, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Kelley, was awarded
the rank of Earle Scout at a Court
of Honor by Boy Scout Troop 45.
Eighteen faculty and staff
members at Murray State University representing more than 250

presented a program at the Meeting of Theta Department of

NI WC.
Thirty years _ago
The May term of Calloway
County Circuit Court opened
today with _Circuit Judge Earl
Osborne presiding. E.W. Riley is
foreman of the Grand Jury now
in session.
Murray State College A Capella Choir with Prof. Robert K.
Baar as director, will present its
annual concert on May 7 at MSC
Auditorium.
Don Oliver, Danny Kemp,
Nore Winter,.and Frank Jeffrey,
members of Murray College High
School Debate Team, presented a
program_ at a meeting • of Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. New department officers

years of service retired on April
30.
David Emerson pitched a twohit shutout for Calloway County
High School Lakers as the baseball team beat South Marshall
- The Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
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are Mrs. Wayne Williams, Mrs.
Willie Darnell, Mrs. Maurice
Christopher and Rostelia Henry.

1Vhen 1 told turn that I %yas hurt
because I got short-stennned roses,
but his daughter got the longstemmed variety, he said we were
both supposed to get the longstemmed variety. but the friend he
asked to get them lin him gooti41.
still can't help leeling jealous.
We've been dating -fur three
years. and We've talked Amon marriage. Do you,think. Fm making a
big deal out of nothing.
'
.1EALI 111'S VALENTINE

with the 3d Armored Division at
Fort Knox.
Mrs. George,Hart was -speaker
at the May Fellowship Day Program by United Church Women of
Murray and Calloway County.
The event was held at College
Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. John L. Parker of
Central City wilt speak at Scotts
Grove Baptist Church 'today.
according to the church pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris,
the Rev. and Mrs. S.F. Byler and
Dr. and Mrs. If.C. Chiles are
among those from Murray attending the Southern Baptist Convention at Houston, Texas.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. E.M. Matklik and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl. Phelps.

May 1.

mistake to compete with your
They are not on drugs or any boyfriend's 6-year-old daughter. Thing like that. They don't sCCM
Perhaps he's bending over interested in girls. but 1 doht think
backward to make her feel --thei. are gay. They are no problem,
secure and loved. Children of hut .1 am wondering if this is nordivorced parents are often the mal. Their only interest is in workbeneficiaries of extravagant ing and saving their money.
gifts from fathers who feel -...Are we doing the right thing to
guilty because they can't he full- let them stay with tiS7 We would
time-daddies to their children.
likebi have grandchildren someday.;
but I am beginning to wonder
* * *
NEWARK. N..1
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have two .sons..=_ both_ in their :10s.
DEAR NEWARK: If, as- you
"They live at home and show no say, they are no problem, I see
.-11411S bile;tvin;_:.
no reason why you shouldn't let
them_rontinue to live with yolk,.
Gay or straight, they appear to
be living a clean, productive
lifestyle. Asking them to Move
will not guarantee you grtindeWstren.
,Mai-ve you discussed your concern about their future with
them? If not, please do.

DEAR JEALOUS: Yes. and I
also think you're making a big

THE FAR SIDE
THAT'S Ti4E
PROBLEM

- Forty years ago

Pvt. Billy W. Summer has
completed Army basic training

Dear Abby

BLONDIE

By GARY LAREON

51.4E
reeczE's
WO-LON T Suy OR }
HERSELF
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DEAR Alin, If the neighbors
with the barking dog wiin't cooperate, obtain their teleplunie nut/1111'r.
and when you are awakened in the
middle of the night by the barking.
dial their number, let it ring until
they answer it, then "bark" into the
phone and hang up.
This has-worked for
in o,ist
years at twOdifferent
LLOYD IIENDER )N.
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Secret. Of
Greatness
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CATHY
e-

YOUR HAIR LOOKS
LIKE IT ALWAYS
LOOKS, CATHY,

BECAUSE I'M AFRAID
THAT ANY NEW LOOK WOULD •
BE WORSE THAN THE HIDEOUS
LOOK I ALREADY HAVE.

MON06818%1 MAY GYRE
FROM THE HEART, IlUT IT
BEWAS WITH THE HEAD

Bored dogs are often subject to the phenomenon of
cat mirages. .

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Vc:LY\e3 THE_ NEEDED
(0-1
A jog

Q

51-ESS fir
A
THE-EMPIRE-

-We-L.-SO i

FPPLIED.- FIND
THEY HIRED'

LIL

ACROSS

j<NOLO
I
YCO'U. HFIVETO
FIND ANOTHER 8MER,

1 "— Faith''
6 Partners
11 More
malicious
12 Peaceful
14 Emerald Isle
15 Devoured
17 - Mans .
18 Sailor
19 Wise persons
20 Sleeping
quarter
21 Spielberg
alien
22 Makes gentle
23 "Enemy -"
24 Tells
26 Liquid

ANNE!.
THINKITt
WONDERFUL..

c-P
NIL

GARFIELD

35 Whips
36A,

I CAN'T SPEAK
FOR OTWER CATS

PERSONALLY, I SELL THEM
AND O5E THE CASH
TO BUY CANDY!

Answer to Previous-Puzzle
0.

ODO MUGU OGO
0 0 UOMOO 000
OGOODO WOUCIDM
Gjomio Boo
OUGD DUO OGOU
c0000 00111 DWG
pJD O.J
pop prj
MOU U00 00000
0000 GOB MOO
U00 MUGU
GUMBO 00000111
GOU 0300111 OGO
OGG 00111D-0 0019

37 Part of TGIF
38 Dreads
39 L A player
40 Therefore
41 Melba 42 Clever
shrewd
43 Commission
45 Praised
47 Chairs
48 Go in
DOWN

InfillsUreS

I'VE NEVER UNPERSTOOP
W1.14( CATS LIKE. BALLS OF
YARN 50 MUCI4
C .

27 Imitated
28 "Brian's -"
29 SP134
31 Scholar
34 High cards

1 Chastise
2 Den
3 Hostelry
4 Neon symbol
5 Imagined as
possible
6 Small
amounts
7 War god
-8-Decimal base_

5-6 ri) 1993 United Feature Syndicate
9 - garde
10
Night"
11 Measuring
device
13 Gives up
15 %mutat"-

1011111.9111111 5
ill 7 1111111111
13
12

11

iva

15

17

16

11II

18

19

20

ilTAN PAvtds 1.6
21

PEANUTS

24

23

22

25

26
NU

27

I VE 601 TWE
N4Lm8E9,FI6URED ..
OUT So' Limo ARE
TI4E5E PEOPLE wiTri
NE FuNtorCLOTmES,
AM,tAmAT GAME
ARE WE PLAYING
ANYWAY'

I'VE 607 7i-tE
NUMBERS FlikuREO
OUT BUT Low0 ARE
NESE PEOPLE WiTM
NE FUNNY CLONES,
AND We4AT GAME
ARE WE PLAY1N6,
ANYWAY'

• •• 11.° • 1144••••••••••.4^

IL Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR, 4;OTT 1 was 5loitiit.41 at
your ansW•er:to address the abuse of
diet pills You suggested a weight
reduction diet with no sugar or
starches. This would eliminate all
fruits. vegetables, breads, pasta.
grains
cereals
actually leaving
only meat and meat byproducts I
think the real answer is to lower tat
and increase starches or carbohy
drates that would be the opposite ol
your suggestion Can you comment
further?

... •"'•••. 1•16,'
EXCLUSIVE

class„es Shand
;
13
Incr- lb/
Ounderkicf5
Talent

Dr. Gott
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Daily Comics
I NEED -0 guy A aizrkoAs'
ATS PRETTY EASY,
,
c,RE:SENT :OR MV WIFE MO I BOSS... JUST BUY HER
DON r KNOW ,.__- 50mETHING
s44E
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday, May 6, the 126th -day of 1993. There are 23
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 6, 1937, the hydrogen-filled German dirigible "Hindenkilling 36 of the 97 people on board.
On this date:
In 1840, England introduced 'its first-postage stamp.

H` 40.

k-

;t.

,
•

11

Mill
NI
WIN
u
m
il
MR
II
iii•01111
EN
ilEmiTe° 441"Z11
il III iiiii
id
11 II

19 Surfeited
20 Spree colloq
22 Records
23 "Suspicious
25 Ties ones
shoes
26 Looks sullen
28 Frighten
suddenly
29 Lift
30 Performers
31 Caspian and
Black
32 Tidier
33 Used a
stopwatch
35 Trinkets
38 Baptismal
basin
39 impolite
41 Chinese
pagoda
42 Sever
44 Concerning
46 Article

DEAR READER- Whoa Nlv diet IN
easy because it's simply. -And if
works. Avoid foods made with sugar
(table sugar. corn syrup and the like,
or flour (pasta bread and baked
goods/. That leaves you meat. fish,
pouTtry. si-iTads. vegetables, and fresh
fruits
in moderation, in other
words a high protein, high fiber. low
carbohydrate diet. •
By avoiding starches. you'll cut
down concomitantly on fats. The end
result: weight loss, without sacrificing
nutrition or creating a dependence on
commercial weight reduction prod
ucts, Try it. you'll like it
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies at my Health
Reports -Calorie Wise Cooking.-Winning the Battle of the Bulge,- and
"Weight Control Through Calorie
Control." tither readers WtHO would
like copies should send $12:.
- for-each
report plus a long. self addressed.
stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2•433.
New York, NY 10163. Be sure to Men
tion the litle(st
DEAR DR.(()TT , How often must
high blood pressure be monitored'
DEAR READER It depends on
how high your pressure is, the level of
control, your general health. and the
medicine you are taking
Mild hypertension 'in the 160 90
rangem in an otherwise healthy adult
could be monitored yearly On the
otheritancEblood-pressure-that
ficult to control in an elderly pi-icart"-.
knovii -heart strairrshould beChecked every couple of months.
In my practice. Otte the hyperten
sion is controlled (and the patient is
having no difficulty with the .medi
Cinel. I check the.blood pressure
about four times a year. then reduce
to three I try to monitor my stable
hypertensives twice a year
If a patient comes in for an unrelat
ed problem. however. I'll record the
blood pressure anyway just to be Tin
the safe side I've also had success
with patients who monitor their blood
pressures al home Invariably, their
readings are lower than those I obtain
in the office. so I believe this practice
provides important information, at a.

fraction of the coat
You should heed your iiii-doctor's
directions with respect to killevt up
visits
met s.rSVSPArEll ENTEIttIWII
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Obituaries

,

Appointment practice causes problems

▪ It

Bonnie Lee St. John
•
••• ..ar•

•

Bonnie Lee St. John, 84, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died today at 2:55 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of New Providence
Church of Christ. he had recently
been employed at Murray Country Club.
Born Jan. 26, 1909, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late William C. St. John and
Mary E. Han St. John. He was
also preceded in death by one sister, Mrs. Treva McCallon, and
one brother, David St. John.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Robbie St. John, to whom
he was married on Jan. 26, 1936;
two daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Jeffries and husband, Pierce, Si.
Charles, Mo., and Mrs. Karen
Housden and husband. Terry, Rt.
2, Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Leva
Newman, Paris, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Tracie Johnson
and husband, Chris, Milissa Hutson and husband, Marty, and

Debbie Herman; three greatgrandchildren, Shelby Johnson,
Kimberly Jeffries, and Brian
Herman.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in' the chapel of Miller
fuperal Home of Murray. Ewing
Stubblefield will officiate. Bobby
C. Stubblefield will, direct congregational singing.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Fred Kendall
P'Pool
The funeral for Fred Kendall
P'Pool wjs Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the ch4e1 of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. Burial wasin East
End Cemetery there.
Mr. P'Pool, 23, Cadiz, died
Monday at 3 a.m. from injuries
sustained,in a traffic accident on
Kings Chapel Road in Trigg
County.
He was a student at Murray
State University and was employed by Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
Survivors include his parents,
Ronald Kelly and Peggy Herndon
P'Pool, Cadiz; two sisters, Pam
P'Pool Bush, Cadiz, and Kristi
P'Pool, Auburn, Ala.; his grandmothers, Mrs.. .Imogene P'Pool
and Mrs. Lucille Calhoun Herndon, Trigg County; one nephew;
one brnther-in-law.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous Close----3449.10
Air
- 1/s
S7 unc
Bell Soutlt.......__.---.-....52 • 1/1
Briggs & Strattoo..... 623/. +
Bristol Myers Squibb...597/s • 7/,
talc
Dean Foods._-_______.251/2 1/1
+ 1/4
Fisher Price
+ 1/8
Ford
Srls unc
General
+ 3/4
General Motors........-___ 41 - 1/8
+ 1/s
- 1/s
IB
Ingersoll Rand--..........325/1 + 1/4

Ezra L.
Blackwell
Services for Ezra L. Blackwell
is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Leroy Lyles is officiating. Burial will follow in Oak
Level Cemetery.
Mr. Blackwell, 70, Rt. 2, Benton, died Tuesday at 4:25 p.m. at
his home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mamie Waddy Blackwell;
one daughter, Mrs. Linda Walters, and one son, Ricky Blackwell, both of Rt. 2, Benton; tivo
sisters, Mrs. Reetta Phelps of
Calvert City and Mrs. Mary Harris of Murray; two brothers,
James Paul Blackwell of Symsonia and Victor Blackwell of
Paducah; five grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.

K U
303/s unc
Kroger
+ 1/s
L G & E--.-.--.........393/4 + 1/,
McDoaalds
+ 1/.
Merck
- 1/2
44 + 11/s
J.C.
Peoples First•...........33B 333/4A
Quaker
+ 1/2
- 1
Sears
533/4 + 1/4
1/5
Time
3/1
nc
+ 3/.

HOG MARKET

•Hilliwd Lyons is a mwket maker in thus
stock
UNC - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

41t.
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Brqt !mystifier!, Is
•

Federal-State Market News Service May * 1553 Kentucky Porcine Ana Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Sodom I.csl= Act353,EN 255 borrows& GIN
weal to .25 lower Sows immenly steady.
54125-4401
US 1-2 131.14 bs
541.25-4275
US 1-2 210430 be
5427543.25
LS 2-3 231245 Rs
541 75-42.75
US 3-4 20-271 bo
Sows
531 01.33.411
US 1-2 27113511 Ilis
513 WM*
US 1.3 310.401 be
US 1-3 4111.525 5.$33-511.3431
$34.0138.5•
US 1.3 525 ond up IN
t29.441-31N
US 2-3 NINO IN
loon $27-54.29.5*
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An apparently common practice
in Gov. Brereton Jones' office of
postdating appointiFnents has
forced one judge to be sworn in a
second time and raised questions
about the official acts of previous
appointees.
The customary method of
Jones' appointments 'came to,
light this week with the selection '
of a new circuit court judge for
Boyd County.
David Hagerman, who has
been the commonwealth's'attorney for Boyd County, received. a'
call from Jones Monday night
telling him of his appointment to
the judgeship left vacant by the
retirement of Charles Sinne.tte.
Jones signed the ediscutive order
making the appointment at that
time.

Sinnette then ,called Hagerman
and offered to swear him in Tuesday morning, which he did.
But unknown to Hagerman, the
executive order with the appointment was not dated or filed with
the secretary of state until
Wednesday.
"That's common," said Mike
Hammons, who is in charge of
appointments to boards and -commissions for Jones. •
Hammons said he usually gets
Imes to make the decision on
appointments, have the governor
sign the appropriate orders and
then Hammons notifies tilt
affected individuals.
"We try to do it all in the
same day, Nit it's not uncommon
for it to go this long," Hammons
said.
Hagerman said he was unaware

Homosexuals
may now serve
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The
Texas Supreme Court cleared the
way for homosexuals to serve on
the Dallas Police Department,
ending a four-year battle waged
by a lesbian against one of the
last U.S. cities to bar gay
officers.
The court refused on procedural grounds Wednesday to hear an
appeal Of a ruling in favor of
28-year-old Mica England, who
sued after being denied a job in
1989.
The high court wouldn't hear
the case becaust the city of Dallas 'Missed a deadline for asking
for a review. City Attorney Sam
Lindsay said the lawyer assigned
to the case believed such a
equesr would have been futile.
In England's case, a judge
ruled thc city of Dallas cannot
base its hiring policy on a
•114-year old state law that makes
sodomy a .Crime.
• "As of today, the city of Dallas is prohibited from refusing to
consider someone solely because
the person is lesbian or gay,"
said her lawyer, Ed Tuddenham.
"That's it — it's final."
England, now working as a
chef, said she was unsure whether
she would reapply to the police
department. But she said: "I'm
really excited. It's time for Texas
especially
to get over their ego
Dallas,"
An appeals court last March
found the sodomylaw itself
unconstitutional; the matter is
now before the Supreme Court.

LumberItLBuilding

Hammons,said he usually tells
people to wait until they get a
copy of the executive order
before taking an oath of office.
That was not done in Hagerman's
case.

MURRAY
Is A

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
-about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. its my job to help
Ili,
ou get over the hurdles of being
newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

Social Security representative
to be at library on two Tuesdays
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library on- Tuesday, May 11, and Tuesday, May
25, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security after a death in the fami-

long list of state boards and
commissions.
Hammons said he does not
know if there have been other
instances where people have been
notified of selection to governing
boards, been, sworn in and begin
working before their appointments were actually filed and
made official.
"I doubt it's ever happened,"
Hammons said.

of the lapse of time and checked
with the Administrative Office of
the Courts for guidance. Hagerman took a second oath of office
Thursdaoyf,'
c'ajuutst
iono._
ut of an abun-.
dance
Hagerman said he took no official acts on Wednesday that
could be .subject to challenge
later.
"*e don't think there was a
problem with it," Hagerman said.
Jones has wide appointment
authority. He selects people for
vacant judgeships and a variety
of local governing bodies, from
fiscal courts to city councils. He
also makes appointments to a

ly to see if survivor benefits can
be paid;' when someone in the
family is disabled, to find out if
disability benefits can be paid; at
retirement (age 65 for full-rate
benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits — sign up for
Medicare two or three months
before age 65 even if there are no
plans. for retirement); or before
getting his or her first job.
A Social. Security number is
required to get proper credit for
earnings. Employers are required
to examine a_person's Social Security card. Be sure to apply for a
number at least two weeks before
it will be needed.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the, library
may - visit the Mayfield Social
Security office at 904 ,Paducah
Road or call 247-8095.

rifort
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 1533079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

Elect J.D. Williams
For The People
• My Door Will Always Be
Open To Everyone
• Your Ideas And Suggestions
Will Always Be Welcome
• I Will Represent Everyone
Equally And Fairly

County Judge-Executive
Pold rat By Canuffstkat • Rib Bartok Ttlasunt 1312 Olhe Blvd, Murray. Ky. 42071
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Prices Good Thru May 11, 1993

Potting Soil
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40 lbs.
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Motion Activated

40 lbs

Lights

Top Soil

Nown

9" x 24"

Ryobi BT 3000

/4 Sheet Finishing

Splash Block

Table Saw

Ryobi Sander

Treas Lumber Dowit center
Open
7 Day.
A Wiosk

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

atia•

Prisms &mil at

7/E11121

Homo Investment Company Alrecel 16114
Mott.•Fri. 730-9; Sat. 5-4; Sun. 1.5
Murray Store Only • Other Unkstin rub — Benton and Lair• City
Toler
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